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DIT'ROt.)U~Im: 
l:dny educators conLld13r t he shortaee of qualified teac·.int:; per sonnel 
as one of t he no:Jt serious nroble:r.t.CJ i.."l education . In the o<iSt this 
snortc.. ::;e has been primarily confined t o t re el ement'lr::,r level. However , 
t~1e United States Dep:..rt:-:lent of 'Cducn.tion ( 23 , ~- · /.,7) statP.s: 
:Wne- rtm forecasts of por.t.lntion L11dic '~te thd.t er:rnloy-
;~ent of second:.iiJ' teact.ers f:houla be ri[r.er throu,:hout t he 
forty-~·ear per 1od 19t.C-.~OOO tL:.t."l in 1950. 'The lont; ranre 
trend for a risi."l.f. proportion of · "'ttn[ })eo-r:le to a ttend 
r.igh scr~ool is e.."\:pected to C· ntinue • 'reut~./ iJ1cre<~sed f'ed-
9!'<11 c:.nd State aid to educ .tion i'ti[:!:t expand enrollments 
consi<iera"oJl~ • Tre trend to\-.rr~r·J enricr::.nf curr i cul:.ur , o~fer­
ine rJpeci.c.~l subJ·cts , an..1 oxtendine instructio"l to <:1d.1lt 
classes :.!<ly tibc furti:c.1 ~ncre'!se t :--e .:!cr,!:.!nd for secl)r.dd.r-J 
school t eacl c1·r . 
For the past 20 years the demand for seccndary teachers has been 
consis tently small because of little change in the number of students 
at t his level. However, with an increased birthrate of approxtmately 
40 per cent between 1941 and 1948, and an all-time record of 4 million 
births extablished in 1954, it is likely to become a more serious 
problem to select and train enough qualified secondary teachers. 
Not only is there likel:• to be em increased demand f or teache rs 
out, ,1 ,'3 ...ndic: .. ted by li.d.t.l (10) , tne trend in t!'e number of te1.chers be-
J.:J3 , 734 baci:elor deE_rec canciid&t.es t,}·at ~~ualifled ... ·or certificutes on 
tl:e clcnent<:1ry d.nd seconda:rJ levels . Ho,:ever , by 1953 ttis number r.:::.d 
decreo.:;ed 30. 7 per cent, .md by 19~5 had decrca5ed 41 . 1 per cent (14 ~ . 
Alone with nn incre~sed need : or teacher3 ~nd a decru~nc in t~e 
leavin& the profession# traris:'erring to other districts and states, and 
teacher morale \>'ill be among the most serio·.J.a that udm:inistrators, 
college education departments , <md the teaching profession uill l.e:.ve to 
faco if the schools otre to be staffed adet;::uatel:· . It wao therer'ore felt 
th&t a .follo~up Gtudy of Utah St~te Agricultural Colleee cr~dunteR , who 
uere trained t o teach in the secondary sc~ools , could bo v<J.luable in 
eiving .. i>1"0 information '.':ith regard to these problem.•J. 
1'hia ntudy re;x>rts the res1!J.ts of a follm·r- ·1p survo;:. of ,'1 selected 
group of teac'·.~rs trained on t .. e aeconda.ry level at t~e uta:.., St tte 
Agricultu.r.'ll College. Gr-id"r. tee !'or- t he ~·ecrs 19M', 1951, and 1954, 
l-l'ho ~lified and applied for a Ut...h second..<ry teaching ccrtifie.:.tc Here 
the subject~ u~ed in this stu<t· . i..."lellers to tte follm·dne <.!~~vstione 
' ere soug.'lt: 
1 . \.flmt m.unbl3r a.Tld pyrcont'""..;e of the gr •:H.:u:lti.'lg clas:>cs •~n :.n 
this l}tltet_ory? 
3. Wl:at is t::~ ~;:o"'ra . ~~ l di~tz-icution o:"' those ~.-i1o: 
A. . are now te~c . .in .. (tt· c' "ro)? 
"~ · ~ave tau&t but .;.:,·s not tc:l:c' :::..'1~ t:0\'1 { ..:: ol'"!T'.<e;."' t.~c:.chers)7 
C. ;,ave never tausht {non- te,Ac!".r. '"fl J? 
!-.. . 1,\1 at mnber • .z~d :::·o:rccnr,.l..;v of.' tho 8!.'<1dUitt•""!3 fro .. t.i1e V'lrict~s 
tec.c'- :......,;: rJajo!'"s: 
A. act talJ.:r taut:!·t? 
B. lo!.'t the !jro""'es<Jion? 
C. entered Jnto O't.l-;cr oc~u~-'lt.:..onA? 
; . .r:.at ie the !'eccmc. 'lnd f.:.lC\jUlt of coDe;-e c"ed.:.t si.1c.: o•.r..;dt.:.:!tion 
and ..:.1c:t dei'rees h-..ve ~can obtFt::..ned : 
.~ .... . n:" toochn:-s? 
b;,,. force!' veaclio1·c: 
C. by non-t.eo.c'H'r8? 
6. 1!-i":;- t 'rt.:~.~ t.••c u. ·ro;-"..;.c 1 •rade-:>Oi 1t o!': 
A . toacl!ers? 
r. ..Lorn1ar tc.acto!~s? 
c. non-tc :tc· .e:rs? 
,... 
I o Of 
A. 
·~ 
'-' • 
" ... . 
D. 
t l-tose trat entered the cl~s:;room to teac:: : 
-. .. bat •:ore t Pe nwb3rr3 ~.md tJ·.J ~rce1'1taee~;? 
l~O \ · rrtt:.n:~, and for '-Ji':{t rca::>ons did t:-.cse · .110 Llid not e!1te:-
teac. int., tl:e f .:..rst "€' r nfte1• 'ruC:.uat:.on :,ave :or '10t 
onterin.t; .:..nj ~·or lc1ter st.!rt..:.."l.:; to ~,~ac: • 
ho, .. · ;;.."ln :• t'.tug!:t on the element-:1~· level and ·.:hnt '"er~ their 
rent";ons .._'or doine so·: 
hou lonr diu t'1ey te:.J. :;h i."l ~elati.o•1 to +,l:e t.ot'J.l poAsible 
t eac ·~i:."lg ye , rs? 
"t1at .,;ere t;,e reaRons for teac~ers ;-et(~<1inine in , or r:!ov:i.ng 
to , t!".ei:- "'.:'e:-ent _-'Osltions? 
F. ,;, ,at \iere t!-.e numbers "'nd t.he ~-·m·ce""!t<:.t;es of te •C ..:rs 
lew ine, t :·.e t-eaci:ine pro.:~csf:ion '? 
G. Hhat uere the m.u:-.bers and t-he ••easons .t'or i'or.r.er teac~.e::·s 
returninr to t l' e ttl<!.Cl.i.ne :.:rofess .i.on? 
E. Hhat reasons or ~·actor<; \-;ut.J.d bring c.:.b:l-ut n decrease in 
t he n'.!l!lbcr o!..' teac~~•·s t nat dro:-,out? 
I. v;L.'\t <.. re the occu!')Ut :.ons of !'o~~cr "LC!nchers? 
8 . 01' those who c!:i.J not e!ltor the tenc'tin[. profr:ssion : 
,. . H::.at ,,'Us t.he m..nber cind ':erce!lta, e? 
_ . wnat were t heir "'c:wons fo1· not t ea cl-J ine? 
c. what occurutions did t .. o~r enter? 
J . .mat in:!)rove.ments or f-.1ct ors ,.;ollld brL~ these >eecle into 
t he te:lchint: ~ro.fession? 
: . are t ;.eir :'resent tcncLinE certificates va.lid? 
<j . Jata on s alar ies : 
h . for t eac;·ers . 
; . for .:'or l':ler to~lc.•c:·s . 
C. for non- te.:lc' e.-!'; • 
. Jeli:nit .• ticn ££ ~ ;orobl em 
3 
This ::study is ll:uited to the Utnh State A~~riculturn.l Coller e grad-
u~tes of June 1948, 1~51, and 1954 who co~~leted the recuirements and 
applied for n Ut ah Sec ondD.r'J Teacrine Cer ti.:'icate . 
So.Ile of t! e Utd.h St-ate Aericul tural Coller e trai:led teachers could 
h:ne rnllde application .for secondary teacr ing certifici:>.tos in other states 
.:r.nd may not have applied f or a Ut .:1h certificate . :'his s t udy does not 
include t his group. 
These 3 gradnating classe s are believed to be sanewhat represen-
tative of certified teacher s qualifying f or s e condar y teaching cert t-
f icates during the last decade . 
4 
Definition of ~ 
Certified teacher: The term "certified teacher" as referred to in this 
study includes any graduate o! the utah State Agricultural College who 
quallf'ied for a general secondary certificate as required by the Utah 
State Dep:t.rtment o! Education. A general secondary certiticate quaillies 
the recipient to t.Mch grades 7 through l2. A lao inolnded in 
tla at~ are gre<tuatee with apeai&l certiticatee, i. •·, industrial arts, 
home economics, and vocational agriculture. 
Teacher• The term "teacher" in this study refers to any "certified 
teacher" who is actually under contract, and includes all positions 
within the educational profession, i.e., supervision, administration; 
and teaching positions in colleges, universities, and private schools. 
Former teachera The term "!onDer teacher" in this study refers to 
anyone who entered into a paid teaching position and then left the teach-
ing profession. 
1f2n-teacher: The term "non-teacher" as referred to in this study includes 
any "certified teacher" llho has never entered into a paid teaching position. 
&ltering the teaching profeesion: The phrase "entering the teaching pro-
fession" in this study refers only to "certified teachers• who have actu-
ally entered into a paid teaching position. 
~!or~ study 
In IOOdern society the greatest medium for transmitting the culture 
is the schools. It has been said that (17, p. ll6) the American school 
is the cornerstone of its de1100racy. I! young people are to receive the 
tools with which to think clearly and solve the problems of tomorrow, 
they Jlllst have competent teachers. Reeder (19, p. 2) sets this forth 
when he states r 
type: 
As is the teacher, so is the school is a time worn truism. 
The teacher primarily determines whether the school will be 
efficient or inefficient. Compared with teachers, such things 
as buildings, equipnent, and supplies, though they should 
never be neglected, are of secondary importance ••• It would 
be better for children to attend school in hovels granted that 
the hovels were comfortable, safe, and sanitary, there to be 
instructed by competent teachers, than to attend school in 
m.illion-dol.l;ir palaces, there to be under tutelage of persons 
of inferior qualifications. Brains, not bricks and mortar, 
make an efficient school. 
The following facts support further the need for a study of this 
1. In general, !ewer graduates holding teaching certificates are 
coming from the colleges today than at any time during the 
5 
past 5 year s • 
2. The general demand for college trained personnel has been greatly 
increased since the end of World War II. Many fields are now 
open to young men upon graduation. Science and industry are 
offering more and better positions than ever before. 
). Opporttmities for college trained women are expanding; school 
teaching is losing its prior claim to services of the educated 
women. 
4. The present military concept of national defense requires that 
some time in the anned forces be spent by a majority of the 
male college graduates. 
5. Only 56 per cent of the potential secondary certified teachers 
actually begin to teach the first year after graduation from 
college; and only 65 per cent of the women and 45 per cent of 
the men of this group remain in the teaching field (14, p. 40). 
6. Fewer youth are currently coming to maturity because of the 
lower birth rates in the early thirties. There.! ore, the supply 
is limited. 
7. The best efforts to date, according to the NEA, have brought 
to college graduation no more than half of those who ranked 
in the top quarter of their high school graduating class es. 
The present and future supply of qualified teachers must be 
6 
viewed in relation to these facts. The teaching profession will become 
a true profesBion only when its personnel becomes stable, dropouts and 
turnovers are at a minimum, morale is high, and graduates meeting the 
certification requirements have an honest desire to enter the profession . 
This study was undertaken to obtain information from some of the 
certified teachers who were trained at the Utah State Agricultural 
College. In view of the limited supply of teachers graduating, their 
course after graduation and their suggestions for improvement of the 
profession were felt to be important. It is hoped this study may supply 
info~tion with regard to secondary education which will assist in 
understanding the problems of supply and demand of teachers. The study 
will also help to determine the extent to which teachers trained at the 
Utah State Agricultural College have taught in other stateso 
It ts hoped tbat this study may also supply i.nf'onnattan to tbe 
School of Education at the Utah State Agricultural College to assist 
1n the evaluation of tts teacber-train1ng program. 
Proetdur! 1Q obt&1n1ns ~ 
The Utah State Agricultural College records on gre.duates obtaining 
secondary certificates could not be used, because not all graduates 
received their certificates through the School of Education. The names 
of those teachers applying for secondary teaching certificates in the years 
1948, 1951, and 1954 were obtained from the state Office ot Education 
Certification Department. These llits were then checked against the 
7 
Commencement Programs to determine those applicants who were Utah State 
Agricultural College graduates. 
The files in the Utah State Agricultural College Alumni Office, 
the Registrar's Office, and the School of Education offices were all 
checked for the most current address of each graduate. Since the Alumni 
Office had been keeping these addresses current, and had a marriage file 
on most of the graduates, the use of these files was felt to be the most 
desirable. Many of the women were married, and had it not been for this 
special file, the ~rork would have been very difficult. However, 11 per 
cent of the subjects were listed in the lost file. An additional 9 per 
cent of the questionnaires sent out were returned because the subject 
had moved and left no forwarding address . 
To locate these subjects, the permanent records of the Registrar's 
Office were u~ed. From these records the names of the subjects ' parents 
and permanent home address were obtained. An alwmi change-of-address 
1 
card was sent to the parents of the graduates . As a result, new addres-
ses were periodically obtained from the Alumni Office and then question-
naires were mailed out . 
The response from the subjects, whose addresses had been lost and 
then correct addresses obtained from parents, was so successful that 
all parents of graduates not responding to the first questionnaire were 
sent an alumni change-of-address card . Also, the parents of the subjects 
not responding to the first questionnaire, whose permanent addresses were 
listed in Cache County, were contacted by teleJilone to obtain the subject ' s 
correct address . 
l. see appendix "C" for an alwm1i change-of-address card reproduced 
in full 
8 
REVIEW OF UTERATURE 
This chapter will consider brieny some of the studies that have 
been made to determine 'What happens to certified teachers after college 
graduation. 'ftle chapter will be divided into 2 areas dealing v1. th 
the literature from (a) other areas of the United states and (b) within 
Utah. 
Studies applying ~ other areas 2! the United States 
Teacher trends m, supply ~ demand• The purpose of this study did 
not specifically include the supply and demand of teachers. However, 
as this phase may contribute to some explanations of the results in the 
follow-up survey of teachers, a brief resume has been given. 
. · The most thorough study on a national level of the supply and demand 
of teachers was the one conducted by the National Education Association 
in 1955 (14) under the direetion of Ray c. Maul. This study indicated 
that until reeently the demand for new secondary school teachers has . 
been relatively coostant for 2 decades. The demand for new teachers 
bae been p~ to replace those leaving the profession. The total 
increase in pupil population to date has had little influence on the 
annual demand for teachers. However, student enrollment will increase 
greatly in the· decade ahead. The largest number of babies to be boro 
• 
tn any 1 year was tn 19S4 w1. th a total of 4 milU.cn. By the year 
I 
1966 these studmts will be in the seventh grade. By 1970 the second.a17 
enroll.lnent s will have increased 69 per cent over the 1950 enrollments 
(20). 
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Meanwhile, the total number of college graduates who qualified 
to teach has decreased 41 per cent since 1950. Also., only 55 . 7 per 
cent of the eligible college graduates holding a certificate are attrac-
ted into the field of teaching. or this group who do teach only 57 .o 
per cent will remain (1.4) . 
Reasons for current teacher turnover !ill! dropouts . Eliassen and 
Anderson ( 6) listed the followi.ne cause15 for the current shortage of 
teachers: inadequate salaries, too heavy teachL'1g-loads, discouraging 
social restrictions on teachers, low prestiee of teachers , continued 
lo\i standards of preparation and certification of teachers, unsuitable 
living conditions in many rural districts, lack of challenge or attrac-
tiveness in teaching., and inadequate teaching facilities . 
A ai.JIIJaary of 2 doctoral d1asertat1ons1 wbicb vere cited by the 
Missouri State Teachers • Aesoci.ation (11" p. 6) liste the following 
reasons for teachers leaving the profession in Missouri: 
Reasons 
Salary considerations 
Marriage and homemaking 
Retired from teaching profession 
Health consideration 
Better teaching conditions in another state 
Student in college or university 
Adventure or desire to see new horizon 
Better working conditions in another occup. 
More security in teaching in another state 
More security in other work 
others 
%Men 
47 
0 
ll 
8 
10 
14 
7 
19 
8 
' 2J) 
1.2 
% Women 
28 
31 
10 
17 
4 
4 
6 
10 
6 
5 
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More teachers left the profession in Missouri because of a low 
1 . Carl Raymond Renz , Certain Factors Relating 12 t he Retention 
.9!: Teachers in. Districte Maintaining !!!sh Schoole in Miesouri , 
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Missouri, Columbia, 1948; 
Herman Boroughs, ~ Factors Affecting the Recruitment ~ 
Retention ot Missouri Rural School Teachers, Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Mieeouri, Columbia, 1948. 
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salary than for any other reason. 
Knisley (8) included the following reasons for teachers leaving 
the teaching profession as I!Jupported by his study: salary consideration, 
12 per cent; better l«>rking conditions in other occupa tiona, 3 per cent; 
retired, 10 per cent; general dissatisfaction with the teaching profes-
sion, 12 per cent; domestic duties, 40 per cent; teaching in private 
schools, 5 per cent; desire to travel, 3 per cent; went back to college, 
3 per cent; miscellaneous answers, 13 per cent. 
The findings of this etudy indicated that most teachers who leave 
the profession do ao for reasons other than a distaste for teaching 
itself. Although there were a few who listed 11diell.ked teachingtt as a 
reason for dropping out, results of the study indicated that correction 
of such problema as undue administr6tive and community pressures, excess-
ive extre.-curricular demands, over-crowded cmditions, and poor facilities 
would aid in reducing dropouts from the profession. Fifty-six per cent 
of those leaving teaching, or changing dii!Jtricts, were teachers 'With less 
tban 3 years' experience. 
A sarver of 493 teaebers o'ftr a 5-,.ar period vee ocnd110ted by 
the Minnesota State Congress of Parents and Teacher:!, in cooperation with 
• 
the Minnesota Governor ' s Commission on Teacher Supply. The study ~s 
made to determine why teachers give up the teaching profession. Findings 
shoved that marriage and children were the major factors am::mg younger 
women teachers. other principal reasons, for men and women combined, 
were: 
1. desire for a better salary. 
2. heavy class load. 
3. dissatisfaction with administration or its policies. 
4. better opportunities for personal recognition and higher pay 
in other professions. 
5. lack of any social life. 
ll 
Studie~ relating .!!2. length of professional service. An exhaustive 
investigation in this field was made by C. L. Clark (5) in 1928. He 
found that the average service for half a million teachers in the 
United States was 8. 3 years, but the median service was 4. 9 years, 
showing that most of those who drop out do so in the first few years of 
their teaching service. On an average there were fewer years served by 
secondary teachers than by elementary teachers. 
Clarke also reported a 10-year study of women teachers in Wisconsin, 
excluding Milwaukee (5, p . 1268). The averar:e amount of time served by 
this group before leaving the profession was 8.41 yearso However, 69 
per cent of the r.roup left teaching after 1 to 5 years; and after 25 to 
36 years, only 18 per cent remained. 
The National Education Association CoDmittee on Tenure (13, p. 6) 
p1blished a study in 1939 which traced the employment for the first 5 
years of 956 certified teacher graduates selected at random from the 
class of 1933, of state universities and colleges in 12 states. Nine 
per cent of the teachers responding to the questionnaire had never begun 
to teach. Of the 870 certified teachers who taught, 52.3 per cent taught 
all 5 y-ears. The rema.ining 39 per cent who taught dropped out o! teach-
ine within this 5-Yl:!ar period. Eighteen per cent of the dropouts 
included occurred at the end of the first year of teachine . The cert1-
!1ed teachers included 1D the National :Mucation Association study 
actually rendered 76.2 per cent of the total possible years service. 
The reliability of this study might be questioned because of 
insufficient returns. Three thousand questionnaires were sent out and 
only 956, or 31 per cent, were returned. 
If it is assumed that the certified teachers most likely to retum 
the questionnaire were those ~mo were still teaching, then the survey 
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would be skewed in favor of this group. 
The ''mortalitY' of teachers during a "professional generation" 
was 15tudied by Pylman (18) in 1945o The study indicated that 23 per 
cent of the ·1920 graduates of the University of Michigan were actively 
engaged in the teaching profession at the time of the study in 1944. 
The 15tudy further indicates a higher mortality rate for men than for 
women. 
Ovem in 1931 (16) indicated in a study of 1000 individuals who 
began teaching in Minnesota that 51.5 per cent were teaching at the 
end of the first year. 25. 1 per cent after 3 years, and only 6.2 per 
cent after 7 years . However. it should be noted that the study did 
not consider the individual who lef t the state to teach elsewhere. 
Thus, his figures do not represent dropoute tram the profession, but 
dropouts from the profession in the state of Minnesota. 
liHb stwiies 
tt&Qher gppl_y !m! 4-.nd. Sperry conducted a study on supply and 
demand of eecondary school teachers in Utah using 3 years, 1946 to 
1949, for data. This J-year period vas used to predict whether or 
not the supply and the demand of teachers for Utah over a 10-year 
period (1946-1956) , was in balance. Sperry (21, p. 63) stated: 
The critical shortage of high school teaohers is past. 
However, there continues to exist a demand for teachers in 
a few fields such as home economics, and &lglish. In the 
ma.jority of subjects there are more teachers than, will be 
needed in the 1949-50 school year. Fields showing the 
la~est over- supply of teachers are social science and mens• 
phySical education. 
"I:h1 supply and demand of Utah elementary and secondary teachers 
was studied by Williams (25) in 1949. By comparing the 1948 Utah 
Teacher Directory against the 1947 graduation rosters of the Utah 
teacher-training institutions, he was able to find tbe names of 50 
per cent of the new graduates fill1n g teaching positions in Uta h. He 
further concluded that Ut ah 1 s supply of teachers for the year studied 
did not nearly fill the need. 
Teacher turnover and dropout. Sperry (21, p. 19) also found in his 
study that: 
Of the 1, 489 teachers employed in the county districts 
during t he 1946- 7, 2.45 , or 16 per cent, left t heir pos it t vns . 
In the city distri cts a total of 681 were employed and of 
this number 76 teachers, or ll per cent, left their teaching 
positions . 
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Sperry also found that the reasons teachers gave for leaving their 
positions in 1946- 47 in Utah were: 
Reasons Men Women Total Per cent I.eavimt 
Married and quit 1 77 78 24.30 
Transferred to other district 46 29 75 2) .36 
Entered other occupation .32 19 51 15o89 
Other 23 27 50 15. 58 
No contract offered 14 16 30 9 • .34 
Retired 9 6 15 4.67 
Illness 1 9 10 .3.12 
Leave of absence .3 7 10 3.12 
Deceased 2 0 2 .6.3 
Total leaving 131 190 .321 
Follo~ study. Hilton (7), of the University of Utah, in 1950 
conducted a follow- up study of teachers of the College of Education of 
the University of Utah . This study covered both elementary and secondary 
teachers for the graduating classes of 19.36, 1941, 1946, and 1949. The 
total number of graduates involved in the study was 842. The percentages 
of returns for the 4 years 19.36, 1941, 1946, and 1949 were 57.0, 74. 3, 
80.6, and 85 .4, respectivelyo 
Hilton ' s study (7, pp. 76-7) concluded r 
1. Only 16.7 per cent of the 19.36 graduates who certified remained 
c: 
"' 
c;. 
in the profession, in the 1941 group 18.5 per cent remained, 
36.8 per cent for 1946, and 73.4 per cent remained for the 
1949 group after their first year of teaching. 
2. A total of 45.8 per cent of the possible service years ~ms 
performed by graduates of the study years. 
3. Of the teacher service rendered, 87.9 per cent was in Utah. 
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4. Of the 647 trained teachers, 21.2 per cent never began teaching, 
30.3 per cent began teaching and left the profession , and 48.5 
per cent reiMined in the teaching profession. 
5. The major reasons for those who never taught were: 40.6 per 
cent in graduate work, 22.5 per cent wanted more money, and 
18.3 per cent reported no suitable placement. 
6. The major reasons for those who dropped out of teaching were: 
77.8 per cent of the women got married and discontinued, for 
the men 37.8 per cent entered the military service, 27 . o per 
cent needed more money, and 21.6 per cent went into graduate 
work. 
Becau."Je of the variation in terms and procedure found in the studies 
of certified teachers after graduation, it is difficult to compare find-
ings and draw valid conclusions. However, teacher salary, and marriage 
and family responsibilities were consistently found to be the major rea-
sons for teachers leaving or not entering the field. 
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SUMMARY OF DATA 
This chapter includes the findings of t he follow-up study of the 
Utah State Agricultural College graduates who appl ied for secondary 
teaching certificates i n the state of Utah for the years 1948, 1951, 
and 1954. 
Number cf certificates recaanended 
The Utah State Agricultural College recommended 601 people for 
Utah seccndary teachinr certificates durir.r. the years 1948, 1951, and 
1954. However, 151 of the certificates rec ommended were obtained by 
students not receivi ng their Bachelor of Science degrees durir.g any one 
of the years considered in t "l is study (table 1) . 
The 450 graduates lilo received t l.ei.r secondary teaching certificates 
represented 22 . 6 per cent of t he total number of t:raduates fr cu. the Utah 
State Agricultural College during the 3 years studied . 
The percentage of Utah State Acricultural College graduates receiv-
i.ng certificates bas decreased fror 27 .6 per cent in 1948 to 20 .5 per 
cent i n 1954 (table 2) . 
Procedure ~ t o s end questionnaires 
The initial questicnnairel and an introductory letter2 were mailed 
to each subject on August 25 or 26, 1955. On Angust 27 , 195.5, alumni 
cards3 were sent to parents cf "lost11 grad uatel5 . Upon receiving the 
correct addresses of these graduat€s, questionnaires were mailed to t hem . 
The response of the newly locat ed subjects t o the questionnaire was 
excellent . For this reas cn, on September 20, 1955, the parents of the 
1 . see appendix "A 11 
2 . see appendix "811 
3. see apf~ndix ucu 
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Table 1. Number of Utah secondary teaching certificates issued upon 
reccmmendation by tbe Utah State Agricultural College for 
the years 1948, 1951, and 1954 
Year N ar.tber ReCeiVing Number or~uat!ng Total Number 
Certificate Certificate bat With B.S. Degree Receiving 
Issued Not Graduate of That Received Cert ifi.ca tee 
Year Is sued Cert i.fi. ca te 
1948 39 143 184 
1951 62 170 241 
1954 50 137 176 
Totals 151 450 !ol 
Table 2. Number and percentage of Utah State Agricultural Colle ge 
t~aduates receiving Utah secondary teaching certificates 
for the years 1948, 1951, and 1954 
Total Nu.~ber of Number of Graduates Percentage of 
Year Graduates in Receiving Secondary Graduating Class 
17 
Class Certificates Receiving Certificates• 
1948 518 143 27. 6 
1951 799 170 21.3 
1954 669 137 20.5 
'l'ota. ls 1985 450 22.6* 
* There is a possibility that some uaduates qualified for a Utah 
secondary teac hing certificate and did not apply in the State of 
Utah. These students could have made application for certificates 
in other states, and therefore, would not be included in the above 
figures . 
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subjects not responding to the questionnaire were mailed an allJlllli card, 
or contacted by telephone if they liv~ in Cache Valley. A second 
questionnaire was then sent to the subject at the new address. 
On October 12, all graduates who had failed to ~eply were sent 
another questionnaire with a personalletter4 attached. Sane question-
naires were sent to the graduates ' parents with the request that they 
be forwarded to the s ub ject. 
On October 23, the final attempt to obtain responses fran the sub-
jects was made by sending t he questionnaire with a personal noteS. 
For more detail on procedure see "Procedure in obtaining data" on 
page 6 of tbis study. 
Response to questionnaire 
Of the 450 graduates receivir.e teaching certificates, correct 
addresses were found for 432 (96.0 per cent). From this, 411 (9$.1 
per cent) responded t o the questionnaire. For each of the years 1948 
and 1951, 96.3 per cent of t l1e sllbjects responded ; and in 1954, 92 .4 
per cent of the subjects participated. The percenta;;es of returns for 
the study were 94.6 for men and 95 . 9 for wanen (table 3). 
As indicated in figure 1, the teachers a.nd former teachers responded 
to the questionnaire, by dates, in abo11t the same proportion; whereas, 
the non-teachers were slower to respond and more followup letters were 
necessary to obtain their answers . The 4.1 per cent of the subjects who 
did not respond probably involved more non-teachers wb o were noticeably 
slower to respond (fi. €"ure 1). If thi~ ass~nptton vere true, the skewness 
in favor of teachers and fonner teachers would be only slight. 
4. see appendix '1Dii 
5. see appendix "Ett 
Table 3. Number and percentar e of Utah State 4gr1.cultural College graduates for 1948, 1951, and 1954, 
holding Utah secondary teaching certificates, who responded to the survey 
Number N tl!llber of Per-c-ent of NLmber Per Cent of 
Issued Correct Addressee Correct Addresses of Respmses for 
Year Certificates Obtained Obtained Responses Correct Addresses 
Men Wan en Total Men Wauen Total Men Wanen Total Men Women Total Men 'Wcmen Total 
1948 71 72 143 70 67 lJ7 98 . ( 73.1 9$.8 67 65 132 95.7 97 .o 96.3 
1951 112 58 170 110 54 164 98 . 2 93.1 96.5 106 52 158 96.4 96.3 96.3 
1954 85 52 137 82 49 131 96.5 94.2 95 . 6 15 46 121 91.5 93.9 92.4 
Totals 
and 268 182 450 262 170 432 97 .8 93.4 96.0 248 163 411 94.6 95.9 95.1 
Percent 
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Sex, ~ .J!lli! mari. ta 1 stat us .2£. graduates 
The total number of graduates for the ) years who were issued 
Utah secondary teaching certificatee was 450. Of this total, 59.6 per 
cent were men and 40.4 per cent were women. 
The nt.Jl'lber of wcmen qualifying for secondary teaching certificates 
has decreased in relationship to the number of men frorr. SO per cent in 
1948, to 38 per cent in 1954. 
There was very litt le a ge difference between the cata -ories except 
that the averar,e age of the male non-teacher for 1954 was 2 years lower 
than the t eacher and former teacher for the same yearo This was attri-
b uted to the ycun~er grad ~ate b eing c ompelled to fulfill his military 
obliga t icn. 
The percenta ges of male subjects who were married wa s 97 .1 for the 
former teachers, n.L for the non-teachers and 92 .3 for t he teac her. 
The greater percentage of male e raduAtes in the former tea c her class can 
be partly explained in t hat the reason this gr~1p listed for leaving the 
teaching profession was t hat "salaries were too low." Several of this 
group stated that the teaching salary was i nadequa te t o meet t heir in-
creasing family responsibilities. One graduate stated: uif I am to 
dress my ch ildren properly and keep food in their mouth, and have a 
good standard of living, I cannot stay in teaching in Utah." 
Of wanen graduates, 56.4 per cent of the teachers, 92.8 of the 
former teachers and 87.2 per cent of t he non-teachers were married . 
Tbe reasons for these percentages were that the majority of the 
women in the former-teacher group indicated that they left the profession 
for ~age and family responeibilities (table 19).n This was also 
the major reason women gave for not entering the teaching profession 
{table 21L 
Table 4. Age and marital classificatioQ of the Utah State Agricultural College graduates of the years 
1948, 1951, and 1954, who held secondary teaching certificates 
Teachers Fomer Teachers Men-teachers Totals 
Year 
Male Female Male Female M.ale Female Male Femals 
+' +) +) +> +) +> +> +> 
~ !i'i ~ i'i CD i] f?o ii~ Q) ~~ CD i] CD s~ CD ai~ bO bJ) tlil bO tiO CIS t.)..-1 CIS (.)~ .. (.)~ CIS (.)..-1 .. 0~ CIS (.) ~ CIS CIS 0..4 
~~ J.. 1:: ~~ ~~ ~C) J.. t ~CDJ..l:: t C) Ji t: J.. ~s ~ &>o t ~ J.4 J.. .,. Q) Q) ; ~ 3:.~ l>bO Q) CIS l>bDCDCIS I> bO CD CU l>bD I> bJJ << << A-x << tl..:£ << p. £ << P.;:s: < < 0..~ < c:lj p.. ~ << O.. :f: 
1948 34 97.8 31 76. 5 34 100.0 30 97.1 33 100.0 30 100.0 34 98 .5 30 92 • .3 
1951 .30 90.3 29 71.4 28 91.7 29 86.2 29 100.0 26 87.5 2.9 93-.4 27 84.6 
1954 28 88 .5 24 40.2 28 100.0 23 6o .o 26 80. 6 25 10.0 27 86.7 25 so.o 
Average 
and 30 92.3 27 56.4 30 97 .1 29 92 .. 8 28 91.4 27 87 . 2 
Per Cent 
"' fl.) 
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Qeoyrapbical distribution ~ graduates 
A total of 26 states, 1 territory, and 7 foreign countries was 
listed by the subjects as their present location. Military service was 
partly responsible for this wide distribution. The 197 subjects who 
were teaching listed 18 states and 1 foreign country. Fifty and s ix-
tenths per cent of all the subjects, and 59.4 per cent of the ones who 
were teachers resided in Utah. The following table shows that Id~ho 
and California were next in receiving the services of the subjects who 
were teachers . 
Location of 12~8 1921 1~~ 
Graduates 
~Men %Women % Hen % Wanen % Men %Wanen 
' Utah 49.2 47.7 53.7 51.9 41.0 00.9 
Idaho 16.4 21.5 16.0 11.5 S.l 6.5 
California 9.0 3.1 6.6 7.7 10.3 10.9 
Additional data concerning the distribution may be found in table 
32 in tbe appendix, and in table S. 
Because the major portion of the graduates remain in Utah, emphasis 
should be placed on requirements and conditions of this area. HCMever, 
a number of graduates stated they had trouble obtaining teaching positions 
in other states and felt that at least requirements of surrounding states 
should be met a lac. One wanan graduate of 1951, nw living i n California 
stated: 
There is a great deal of red tape and difficulty in obtain-
ing a teachi ng contract in San Francisco if your teac hing 
certificate is frcrn a state other t han California. The 
teaching professions hould establish a standard on a nation-
al level {requirements, tests, etc.) that WO'lld enable a 
teacher to teach in any state, I believe. 
Table 5. Geographical distribution of Utah State Agricultural College 
graduates for l948, 1951, and 1954, who held secondary teaob-
inc certificates, and were teaching at the time of the study 
1948 1951 1954 Totals 
Area 
Men WOOlen Men Wanen Men Wanen l-1en Wanen Total Per Cent 
Arizona 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 .5 
California 3 1 4 l 2 2 9 4 13 6. 1 
Colorado l 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 . 5 
Florida 0 0 0 0 1 0 l 0 1 .5 
Idaho 9 4 14 1 3 3 26 8 34 17 . 3 
Indiana 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 .5 
Iowa 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1. 0 
Minnesota 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 . 5 
I-iootana 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .5 
Nevada 1 0 3 0 1 2 5 2 7 3 . 6 
New York 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 1.0 
Oregon 2 1 1 0 l 0 4 1 5 2.5 
So. Dakota 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 l .s 
Texas 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 . 5 
Utah 25 8 34 4 23 23 82 35 117 59 .4 
Washington 1 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 .5 
Wisconsin 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1.0 
Wyoming 1 0 1 0 3 0 5 0 5 2.5 
Canada 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 .5 
Totals 46 17 62 6 35 31 143 54 197 99.4 
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Classification of graduates £l major 
This section deals with the graduates' major fi.eld or college 
study. 
A total of 23 different majors were listed by those who partici-
pated. A summary (table 6) of the 23 majors was made groupin{; related 
majors into 10 categories . Twenty and four-tenths per cent of the 
graduates listed physical educatiou as their major. This percentage 
was composed of 51 men and 33 women. 
Language arts ranked second with 15.1 per cent of the total nlll\ber 
of graduates . Hane econanics was third with 13.4 per cent; and social 
science fourth with 11.4 per cent. Tbe 3 catagories having the least 
graduates were biclogical science (3.6 per cent), commerce (3.6 per 
cent), and exact science (5.3 per cent). 
According to Sperry (21) , Bartlett (3), Maul (10), and the United 
States Department of Labor (24), some areas of secondary education are 
overcrowded, viz. English, ~ocial studies, and boys' physical education; 
whereas, in girls ' physical education, home econa~ics, and science, 
there exists a demand for teachers. 
It appears that more guidance should be offered to the students 
with respect to the supply and demand of teachers in various teaching 
fields in order to bring the eupf ly and demand into balance. One male 
graduate who JU8.jored in mathematics and is now an Engineering Aid stated: 
I believe more time should be used in acquainting the students 
with the advantages of each occupation, such as, where jobs are 
available, salaries paid, if traveling is necessary, etc •• 
Another male graduate who majored in ~hysical education stated: 
I feel that more guidance in the early years of college would 
have placed roe in a different field and I would not be in my 
present situation. I would like to see the Utah State Agricul-
tural College Placement Bureau keep a closer record of their 
Table 6. Summary of classification by majors of the Utah State Agricultural College graduates for the years 
1948, 1951, and 1954, who held secondary teaching certificates 
Major Teachers Former Teachers Non-teachers Totals 
!-ten Wa:nen Per Cent Men Wanen Per Cent Men Women Per Cent Men Wa:nen Total Per Cent 
Physical Education 28 18 54.8 5 12 20.2 1.8 3 25.0 51 33 84 20.4 
Language Arts 15 9 38.7 1 21 35.4 3 13 25. 9 19 43 62 15.1 
fl'.ome Economics 0 18 32.7 0 23 41.8 0 14 25.5 0 55 55 13.4 
Social Science 18 4 46.8 6 6 25.5 13 0 27.7 37 10 47 11.4 
Industrial .arts 32 0 71.2 4 0 8.8 9 0 20.0 45 0 45 10.9 
Vocational Agricul-
ture 23 0 59.0 8 0 20.5 8 0 20.5 39 0 39 9.4 
. ~ 
Fine Arts 8 
- ·3 .. 41.1 1 4 lB.5 6 5 40o4 15 12 27 6.5 
Exact Science 11 0 5o.o 3 1 18.2 7 0 31.8 21 1 22 5~ 
Commerce 2 3 33.3 1 2 20.0 3 4 46.7 6 9 15 )o6 
Biological Science 6 0 40.0 6 0 40.0 3 0 20.0 .15 0 15 3.6 
Totals 143 55 48.2 35 69 25.3 70 39 26.5 248 163 4ll 
~ 
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graduates who do not enter the t~aching field Lnmedtately 
after graduation. A periodic letter stating tbe up-to-
date situatic.n on jobs available is one of the many ways to 
keep in contact wi tb potential teachers. Personally, I 
found the system reluctant to give out infonnation. 
Just a comment that Utah as a ~1ole could more fully 
prepare graduates by teaching the requirements (as exten-
sive as possible) of surrounding states. 
The major fields having the greatest dropout of teachers, as in-
dtcated by the percentage of former teachers, were hane economies 
(41.8 per cent), biological science (40.0 per cent), and language arts 
(35.4 per cent). The dropouts for hane econanics and language arts 
were largely wauen who left because of family responsibilities. 
Of the 10 categoriee camllerce (46. 7 per cent), fine arts (40.4 
per oent), and exact science (31.8 per oent), had the largest percent-
agee of graduates not entering the teaching profession. 
College ~aininc and degrees obtained since graduation 
This section c onsiders the amount of college credit and degrees 
obtained by the subjects since graduation . The section has been divided 
tnto three groups (a) teachers, (b) former teachers, ar,d (c) non-teachers. 
Teachers. The teacher group exceeded t be other 2 groups 1.n the per-
centage receiving college credit, in average number of quarter hours 
taken, and 1.n the mnber of degreee obt.ained since graduation. However, 
when the men and women are considered separately, the findin gs are 
slightly different. Seventy-nine per cent of the men in this group re-
cei.ved college credit. The male teacher averaged 23.3 quarter bours and 
26.5 per cent of them received advanced degrees (table 7) . 
The women teachers have not shown nearly as much enthusiasm in ad-
vanced training as the men of this group . They averaged 6.6 quarte.r hours 
of college credit, with ).6 per cent of them receiving an advanced degree. 
Table 7 .. Amount of graduate credit, and nllllber of degrees, obtained since graduation by the subjects 
who are still teaching 
Total Number Per Cent Receiving Per Cent Recei vi.ng Aver age N llll\ber 
Year Credit Degrees or Hours* 
Men Wan en Total Hen women Total Men 'Women Men Wan en 
1948 46 17 63 89 .1 64.7 82. 5 47.8 u .. 8 39.0 14.4 
1951 62 7 69 79.0 57 .1 76.8 12. 8 o.o 20.3 4.7 
1954 35 31 66 65 .1 35.5 51.5 o.o o.o 8.3 2.7 
Totals 143 55 198 79.0 47 .3 70..2 26 .5 3. 6 23 .3 6. 6 - ., 
* Avt"rage mnber of hours was calculated by di vidi.ng the toul number or graduates in the category into 
the total hours tsken . 
~ 
0 :.· ~ 
Only 47.3 per cent of the women teachers had taken any advanced college 
training. 
Of the 1948 male graduates who remained tn teachillg, 47 .a per cent 
have received graduate t raining. 'Phis was exceeded cy both male fonner 
teachers (49 .0 per cent, table 8) and non-teachers (57 .1 per cent, table 
9) for the year 1948. However, the male teachers for the years 1951 
and 1954 exceeded the other 2 groups . 
One male graduate who majored in political science a.."ld is now teac h-
ing had the following comment to make on training: 
It is my opinion that if the educational program offered 
by the universities of t oday off ered less history and philo-
sophy of education and more practical method5 of education, 
t here would be more good derived from attending universities . 
It is not the amount of quarter haus that count but the 
practical training received in obtaining these hours • • • • 
I can truthfully eay that I t~ve never taken at the u. s. A. c. 
or the University cf Alberta a course in how to teach social 
studies , or langua~e, or biology , or any other c ourse. I 
took lots of courses in wh y sanething should be taugh t and 
what Dewey, Kant , Spencer , and t he rest of these eminent 
gentlemen thoueht about education, but never did I get a 
course in HOW social studies s hoc ld be taught, or HCM English 
canpositions hould be taucht . I think tha t if t heSchool of 
Education would cive more practical training in methods of 
teaching, they would be doing their students a great service . 
Former teachers, The graduates who entered t he teaching profession 
and then left averaged less graduate training than the t eacher group , 
but more than the non- teacher group f r om the three study years . 
Seventy- four per cent of the men who left teachi ng bad received 
credit since graduation and they averaged 31. 6 q:1arter hours of school-
ing with 14.3 per cent of them receiving hit:l.er dE:grees (t able c) . 
The women who left the profession avera1- ed less than the wDmen of 
the teacher group , but more than t he nan- teacher er oup. 
~-teachers . Ten per cent of t he women and 45.7 per cent of the 
men of this gro~p had received advanced training since graduation. 
Table 8. Amount of graduate credit, and number of degrees, obtained sine e gradua tion by tbe sul.t jects 
who are former teachers 
Total Number Per Cent Receivine Per Cent Receiving A vera ge Number 
Year Credit Degrees of hourzs* 
. 
Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Men Wcmen 
1948 14 35 49 78.6 37.1 49.0 21.4 5.7 50.1 7.2 
1951 12 29 41 91.7 45.2 56.5 16.7 o.o 29.1 4.0 
1954 9 . 5 14 44.4 o.o 28 .6 o.o o.o 6.3 o.o 
Totals 35 69 104 74.1 37.7 50.0 14.3 2 .. 9 31. 6 5.3 
*Average number of hours was calculated by dividing the total number of graduates in the category into 
the total hours taken. 
~ 
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No higher degrees were obtained by t he women and the average number of 
quarter hours was 1.2. 
The 7 males of the 1948 class who had never taught all received 
same college education after graduation , and 57.1 per cent of t hem 
obtained an advanced degree wi th an averar e number of 77.3 quarter hours 
for each man (table 9). 
Several of the men canmented that t here was little iro uce.'llent for 
teachers to obtain advanced degrees in ~~jors other than Educational 
Administration. One of these comments by a graduate of 1951, who has 
chosen the army as a career, Has: 
I feel very strongly that tbere is too little inducement 
for advancing i n the teaching profession . The difference in 
salary for obtaining a Master's Degree is hardly worth the 
time it takes to sweat out the degree . In Utah there is no 
inducement whatsoever for one that wants t o do graduate work 
beyond a Master ' s . It has been, and for a long time, a known 
fact , that t o advance in t he t eaching profession yott must ' 
became an administrator . Not all teachers have capaLilities of 
an administrator, nor ar e t here opportunities enough anyhow. 
Persons should be rewarded for preparing themselves profes-
sionally--in the field of their choice--and not in some field 
that is forced upon them--because it contains the only real 
advancement. Better teachers mean better trai ned students who 
in turn r ain more botb esthetically and physically througho1t 
their lives. It is the same merry-eo-rou nd that we have heard 
for years , but t he one also t hat 1a bard to demonstrate to 
the lay people due to t he t i me interval to actually see the 
fruits . It is certainly my hope that eventually a teacher can 
be rewarded for heine a tea~her . 
Tables 291 30 , and 31 of appendix F show that 26 per cent of the 
graduates receivi ng graduate credit were i n ed ucat ional administration 
aro 44.8 per cent of all t be teachers who received an advanced det.ree 
were i n t his area . The seccnd rankin~ graduate major was physica l 
education with a percentace of 13.2, followed by industrial arts with 
9. 7 per cent, and home economics with 7. 9 per cent. 
This study does not attempt t o explain the supply and demand of 
teachers; however, the number of graduates listing positions not 
Table 9. Amount of eraduate credit, anc number of degrees , obtained since graduation by the subjects 
who have never taught 
Total Number Per Cent Receivinc Per Cent Receiving Average Number 
Year Credit Degrees of Hours• 
Men 11lomen Total Men Wanen Total Jo1en Women Men WOJDen 
1948 7 13 20 100.0 7.7 40 .0 57 .1 o.o 77.3 .1 
1951 32 16 48 43.8 12.5 33.3 25.o o.o 28 .2 1.6 
1954 31 10 41 35.5 10.0 29 .3 12. 9 o.o 14.1 2.0 
Totals 70 39 109 45.7 10.3 33.0 22 . 9 o.o 26.9 1.2 
*Average number of hours was calculated by dividing the total number of graduates in tbe cate gory into 
the total hcurs taken. 
\AI 
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aTailable in desired area was larrer with those graduates majoring in 
boys• physical education. A typical response from one of these gradu-
ates wasr 
In thizs area (metropolitan) and radii of 200 miles the 
P. E. field is crowded and it is too hard to locate a decent 
position without aaktilg it an expedition. Also not having 
been a star in my field adds to making it harder, not to 
mention, not having any teacher training other t han practice 
teachinc. At present I am employed as a sales correspondent 
and quite enjoy it. 
Analysis £f grade point of graduates 
The basic problem of teacher shortage goes much farther than just 
not enough teachers . According to the National Manpower Council (15, 
p . 134) t 
It is quite clear that there are not enough people who want 
to amass the necessary qualifications and go into teaching . 
What is much lees well known is that the people who do elect 
to enter the teaching field, on the average, are fairly poor 
academic caliber, compared with those who elect to enter 
other fields. 
It was statements like this one that caused the writer to analyze 
the grade points of the graduates included in this study to determine 
whether or not there was any significant difference between the three 
groups of graduates; teachers, former teachers, and non-teachers. 
Grade points were obtained for 399 of the 411 graduates who responded 
to the questionnaire. Upon the analysis of the data obtained from the 
questionnaires it was felt that there would be little justification for 
considering women. The reason for t il is was that 74.4 per cent of the 
women gave "marriage" as their reasoo for not entering teaching and 
87.0 per cent of those women leaving the teaching profession listed 
"marriage and family responsibilities." A sanewhat similar s1tuation 
existed among the males of the 1954 graduating clase. Of this group 
48.7 per cent of the male former teachers and those who bad never 
• 
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taught ltsted "military service11 as their reason. 
It was felt that to ccnsider these 2 groupe would tend only to 
distort the results. Therefore, the men for the years 1948 and 1951 
were the only groups considered in this analysis. This group •~s com-
posed of 146 teachers , 32 former teachers and 69 men who had never taught 
(non-teachers) . The averaGe grade points were 1.8640 for teachers , 1.8141 
for former teachers, and 1.8789 for non-teachers . 
Fisher ' s (F) analysis of variance was used to analyze the data. 
Since a ~reater source of variation of the mean was found within the 
groups of teachers , former teachers, and non-teachers than between 
these groups it was concluded that there was no significant difference 
existing. 
Other studies (2, 17, 22) indicate that people entering the teaching 
profession are considerably above the average of tbe general population. 
For calculations for Fisher's (F) see appendix G. 
Data concE>rning those subjects who entered the teaching profession 
This secticn considers the data obtained frcm the graduates of Utah 
State Agricultural College who received secondary certificates during 
the years 1948, 1951, and 1954 and indicated they were teaching or bad 
taught at some time since graduation. 
Number !!!.2 percentage. Of tbe 411 graduates included in tbe stady, 
73.5 per cent (302) have taught for 1 year or more (table 10). 
The percenta~e of men of the 1948 and 1951 classes entering the 
profession exceeded the percentage of females entering the profession 
by 9.6 and . 6 per cent respectively. However, in 1954 the women ex-
ceeded t he nunber of men by 19. 6 per cent. The low percentage of men 
(58. 7) entering the teaching profession for 1954 can partly be explained 
by the fact that 46.3 per cent of the male graduates were in the armed 
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Table 10. Number and percentage of the Utah State Aericultural College 
grad~ates for the years 1948, 1951, and 1954, wbo entered 
the teaching profession 
Total Claes Number T'"lat Percentage of Class 
Year Response Have Ta~gbt That Has Taue-ht 
Men Women Total Men flomen Total Men Wan en Total 
1948 67 65 132 fiJ 52 112 89. 6 so.o 84.8 
1951 106 52 158 74 36 110 69..8 69. 2 69 .6 
1954 75 46 121 44 36 80 58 .7 78 .) 73 .5 
Totals 
and 248 163 411 178 124 302 71.7 75.5 73.5 
Per Cent 
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services (table 10) . 
Nwnber !!!t reasons £!?.£ !. lapse after graduaticn before enterlns; lli, 
teachioc; profes@ion. Thirt~r-five (11.2 per cent) graduates who entered 
teaching let 1 or more years lapse after graduation before beginning to 
teach. Of the 35 subjects 26 were men and 9 were wanen (table 11). 
Table 11 8hows the individual reasons that were checked for the 
lapse in years after erad uation before en~ering the teaching profession . 
"Further schooling" w2s checked by 10 (28.6 per cent) of the s ubjects 
to be the major reason for lapse. "Military service" and 11no position 
available in desired area" rankecl next with 25.7 and 20.0 per cent 
respE-ctively. 
Five (1..4.3 per cent) of the males checked "better job11 as their 
reason fer not going directly i nto teaching. Three of them indicated 
that they were now snpplementine their i.nccme by teaching. 
Number and reasons civen £l: secondary teachers teaching ~ ~ 
e lementary ~· Of the total number of teachers and former 
teachers (302), 39 or 12.9 per cent of them entered t he elementary 
level to teach for 1 or more years. Of these 39 elementary teachers, 
4 males and 7 females were classified as former teachers, leaving 82. 1 
per cent of this group still teaching on the elementary level. This 
percentage was considerably higher than the percentaee (48.2) of gradu-
ates who remained in the secondary level. C. L. Clarke (5) also found 
in his study that on the averaee there were fewer years served by sec-
ondary teachers than by elementary teachers. 
The major reason (table 12) listed for entering the elementary level 
rather than the secondary level was "elementary position available in 
desired locality. " This reason was checked by 13 of the 21 men and 2 
of the 18 women. This major reason accounted for 37. 5 per cent of the 
Table ll. Reasons given by Utah State Agricultural College graduates for a \;!..pee of 1 or 110re 
years between rraduat ion and the beginning of teaching 
1948 19Sl 19S4 Totals 
Reasons for Lapse 
~ ~ s r-4 d ~ c: 
' 
i g .s ~ e .:! c: I ' i1 I 0 ~ C) 0 0 X :::;: e-o 3 ::E: E-t :.-:: fool 
Further Schooling 4 2 6 3 0 3 1 0 l 8 2 10 
Military Senice 3 0 3 6 0 6 0 0 0 9 0 9 
No Position Available 
in Desired Area 1 1 2 2 2 4 0 l l 3 4 7 
Better Job Available* 1 0 1 3 0 3 1 0 1 5 0 5 
' 
Missionary Work 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Family Responsibility 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l 
Profes~ional Football 
Career l 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Totals 10 6 16 14 2 16 2 1 3 26 9 35 
*Now teaching to supplement income. 
+) 
i 
0 
,.. 
C) 
&1. 
28.6 
2S.7 
20.0 
l4o3 
5.6 
2.9 
2.9 
100.0 
\..) 
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Table 12 . Number and reasons riven by Utah State Agricultural College 
graduates , holdinc secondary certificates, enterine- the ele-
mentary level to teach 
Number and Reasons 
Number entering ell!!llent.ary 
level to teach* 
Elementary position avail-
able in desired locality 
Position not available on 
secondary level where 
husband is located 
Went into administration 
Preference for elementary 
Personality not strong 
enough to command respect 
Shor tare of elementary 
teacbers 
Never seriously planned to 
teach on secondary level 
1948 1951 1954 Totals 
5 15 12 1 4 2 21 18 •12 . 9 
3 2 
0 8 
1 0 
0 2 
1 0 
1 2 
0 0 
6 0 4 0 13 2 37 .5 
0 1 0 1 
3 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 10 25 .0 
4 o 1o.o 
1 3 10. 0 
3 0 7.5 
1 2 7.5 
0 1 2.5 
* Four males and 7 females of the total are now classified as former 
teachers. 
a Per centage obtained by dividinr the total number (302) of teachers 
and former teachers into the total nlll'llber of males am females that 
have taught on the elementary level . 
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number of responses. Ten of the 18 women listed "position not avail-
able on secondary level where husband is located 11 as their major reason 
for having taught on the elementary level. 
Two other reasons, "went into elementary administratian,n and · 
upreferance for elementary level" , received 10.0 per cent each of all 
responses given . 
Other reasons and percentages are given in table 12. 
Years of teaching service. This section contains a ntsurne of the 
percentage of the subjects who remained in the teacring profession at 
the start of each school year. A comparison was made between the 
possible years of teaching IJervice each group could have given and tbe 
• 
service that was actually rendered. 
More {74.2 per cent) of the 1948 graduates (table 13) entered the 
teaching profession the first year after graduation than did the gradu-
ates of 1951 (55.1 per cent) and 1954 (62 . 8 per cent) . After 8 years 
47.7 per cent of all men and wmen who graduated in 1948 were still 
teaching. Forty-four and three- tenths per cent of the 1951 subjects 
were still teaching at the heginning of 5 years of service, and 54.5 
per cent of the 1954 graduates were still in teaching after 1 year. 
Probably the most significant information revealed in table 13 was 
that men, once they enter the teaching field, remain for a longer period 
than do wanen. The number of men entering the teaching profession for 
1951 increased from 53 .7 per cent for the first year to 59.4 per cent 
for the fifth year after graduation. This was attributed mostly to the 
fact that male subjects had completEd their military obligation and then 
entered the profession (table 11) . The women for this same period de-
cr eased fr~ 55.1 per cent the first year to 13.5 per cent the fifth year 
after graduation (table 13) . Because more men remain in teaching those 
Table 13. Percentage of the subjects who were in the teaching profes-
sion at the start of each school year 
No . of 1948 1951 1954 
Years 
Taught Mal e Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 
1 77 .6 70.8 74 .2 53. 7 57 .7 55 .. 1 53 .3 78 .3 62 .8 
2 82 .0 55 .4 68.9 49 .1 50 .0 49.4 45.3 69.6 54.5 
3 76.1 38 .5 57 . 6 51. 9 28 .8 44.3 
4 71.6 20.0 46 .2 55.7 19.2 43 .7 
5 71.6 24.3 48.5 59..4 13 .5 44.3 
6 71.6 23 .1 47.7 
7 67.2 23 .1 45.5 
8 68 . 7 26.2 47 .7 
who really intended to teach and are interested in t he field should 
be sought to fill tbe teacher dsnand which is not being met in Utah 
(20) or the nation thus providing a more permanent teaching staff. 
In 1953-54 (26, p . 25) there were 1016 Letters of authorization 
in the State of Utah; 177 of these were on the secondary level. The 
teaching profession would be benefited if more of t he professionally 
trained teachers would enter and r.ai.n in teaching. 
In comparing the actual teaching service rendered with the possible 
years that could have been rendered, table ~ indicates approximately 
58 per cent for the years 1948 and 1954, but only 48.8 per cent for the 
1951 class. 
The overall percentage realized by the subjects for the 3 years was 
55.4. However, the per centaee realized by the male eraduates was 62.1 
as compared to 4J.4 per cent for the women subjects. 
The largest percentage of teachers leaving the profession was within 
the first 3 years of teaching. From the fourth year on as indicated by 
subjects o! the 1948 group, the chanee is small. 
Reasoos £2!. teachers moving ~ 2!: remaining in ~ present teaching 
poet tiona. Of the 302 graduates who entered teaching, 65.6 per cent 
remAined in the teaching profession. These graduates who are still 
teaching gave 29 different re8soos (table 15) for remaining in, or moving 
to, their present teaching positions. The avera[ e number of reasons 
checked by the men teachcr~was 2.8, by the women teachers 1.9, giving 
an average number of 2.5. 
One hundred and si.x teachers (53.5 per cent) indicated "better 
salariesn as their reason for moving or remaining in their present 
teaching positions. Eighty-six o! these 106 teaebere listing this as 
a major eom,ideration for r·ema ining in, or moving to a new poei tion were 
men. Only 20 (36.4 per cent) women checked this as a major reason. 
Table 1.4. Comparison, by clasl!!, of the total years of teaching ser-
vice rendered and the possible years of teaching service 
by the subjects of the study 
J 
Total Years Total Possible Per Cent 
Class Taught Years Subjects Realized Could Have 
Taught 
l-1en Wanen Total Men Women Total Men Homen Total 
1948 381 203 584 512 502 101.4 74.4 40 .4 57. 6 
1951 286 100 386 530 260 790 54 .. 0 38.4 48.8 
1954 74 68 142 150 92 242 49 .3 73 .9 58 .. 7 
Totals 741 371 1112 1192 854 2046 62.1 43.4 55.4 
Table 1.5. Reasons tbat Utah State Agricultural College graduates of the 
study years woo held Utah secondary certificates, gave for 
remaining in, or moving to, their present teaching positions 
Reasons 
Better salaries 
Desired to settle in this Callll unity 
Greater opportunity for professional 
advancenent 
Larger district of school system 
Better ttnure 
Health-personal cr family 
Smaller district cr school system 
Change in family residence 
Hi gh cost of living 
Poor living conditions 
Restrictions on teachers (personal) 
Educational philosophy conflicted 
with policies 
Too m&nT community responsibilities 
Others* 
Total number of reasons cbeeked 
Number of t&aebers responding 
Men Wanen Total Per Cent 
86 20 106 21. 2 
71 23 100 20.0 
00 10 70 14.0 
48 6 .54 10.8 
24 3 27 .5~ 
16 8 24 4.8 
13 7 20 4 .0 
.5 l4 19 3.8 
10 2 12 2.4 
10 1 11 2. 2 
9 1 10 2.0 
7 1 8 1.6 
.5 1 6 1. 2 
27 .5 32 6.4 
391 102 499 
143 55 198 
*Too many person811ty coDllicts with former administratton, fac ulty, or 
school board, resentful attitude of laymen toward teachers, Hormon 
religion made Utah impossible, area better to go with rny ranch, mine, 
contracting, etc. , good faculty to associate with, better opportunity 
to find husband ar wife, closer to summer employmm t, exce ll&nt leader-
ship by superintendent and principal, better retirement system, to work 
with Catholic church, own property tn area, too many responsibil1 ties 
in system , too much travel, required to teach 1n fields other than 
major, teaching is good steady job, no contract offered . 
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The second rankine reason was "desired to settle in t his particular 
can.rnunity. 11 One hundred, or 50 .5 per cent, of all teachers checked t his 
reason. It was checked by 54.5 per cent of the men teachers and by 41.8 
per cent of the women t eachers . This reason ranked first with female 
teachers and second with male teachers . 
The t hird , fourth, and fifth ranking reasons f or teachers remaining 
in, or movine; to a new position were tt yreater opportunity for professional 
advancement11 (14 .0 per cent) , "larrer district or sc hool s yst emt1 \10 .8 
per cent), and "better tenure (5 .4 per cent) . " 
Iri comparing t he reasons marked most frequently by teac hers , accord-
ing to year of crad~ation, it was f ound t hat t he teac her graduat~s for 
the year 1948 had a larrer percentage of males checking salaries as a 
reason than did the 1951 or 1954 graduates . For further information on 
salaries see page 63 of t his study. 
Sane of the reasons for moving to a new district or remaining in 
their present positione that were not included on the questionnaire, 
but listed by t he teachers under 11 others 11 were: 
1. The Mormon religion made Utah an impossible place to teac h. 
(3 respcnses) 
2. Teach i nc in t il is area goes better w1. th my farmi ng, or mi ning, 
interests . (3 responses) 
3 . Better opportunity to find a husband or wife . (3 responses ) 
4. Close to s~er employment. (2 responses) 
5. Excellent leadership by superintendent and principal. 
(2 responses) 
6. Have a good faculty to associate with . (3 responses) 
See table 15 for ot her reasons which teachers gave for remaining 
in t heir present t eachir.g positions or movine to new districts. 
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Of the 302 graduates who taught, 104 (34.4 
per cent) left the teaching profession. 
The percentage of graduates leaving the profession during an 8-year 
period was 43, 8 for the year 1948; 37.3 per cent left dt~ing a 5-year 
period (class of 19,1); and 17.5 per cent left after 1 year of teaching 
(class of 1954). 
Tbe average percentage of females leaving t he teachi ng profession 
was 55.6 . However, only 19.7 per cent of the males who started to teach 
left the profession. The lowest percentage of men (16 . 2) leaving their 
teaching posit(ons was found among the 1951 group . The hi ghest dropout 
was f ound in 1948, with 23.3 per cent of the teachers leaving; and in 
the 1954 group, 20.5 per cent dropped out of teachi ng after only 1 
year (table 16) . The 1954 group of dropouts included :; males, 5 of whom 
checked "salaries too low" as their major reason for leaving the profession 
(table 17). 
NUDlber ~reasons given !:£!:. interruption 2£ teaching service. Of the 
graduates who have taught and then left for 1 or more years, 15 {12. 6 
per eent) have re-entered (table 17). or tbe graduates of 1951 that 
left, 14.6 per cent have returned; and 14.0 per cent of the 1948 graduates 
who left are now teaching. None of the 1954 dropouts have returned because 
only 1 year of their record was covered by the study. The men aceQUnted 
for 73.3 per cent and the women for 26 .7 per cent of t his group . 
The major reasons for interruption given by graduates returning to 
the teaching profession are listed in table 18. Three of the 5 teachers 
checking ltbetter jobs offered 11 were males . They have since returned to 
teaching to supplement their incomeo Three of the men listed ~ilitary 
service" as their reason for interruption. Other reasons for interruption 
"family responsibility" and "needed more money" were listed by 3 who 
Table 16. Number and percentage of teachers leaving, and remaining in, the teaching profeesion for the 
l subject groupe. I 
Total Number That Taught Per Cent That Left Teaching Per Cent That Remain 
Year in Teaching 
Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total 
1948 60 52 112 23.3 67.3 43.8 76.7 32.7 56.2 
1951 74 36 110 16.2 80.6 37.3 83.8 19.4 62.7 
1954 44 36 80 20.5 13.9 17.5 79.5 86.1 82.5 
TotalB and 
Percentages 178 124 .302 19.7 55.6 34.4 80.3 44.4 65.6 
+::-
0\ 
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Table 17. Number ot subjects, vho left the teaching profession for 
1 year or more, and then returned 
Year Number Leaving8 Number Returning Per Cent 
1948 57 8 1.4.0 
1951 48 7 1.4.6 
1954 14 0 o.o 
Totals 119 15b 12.6 
a Total number leaving was obtained by adding the number who left the 
teaching profession and the number who had left and returned. 
b Includes 4 women. 
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Table 18. Reasons given for interrupting teaching by those Utah State 
Agriculture.! College graduates included in the study& 
Reasons for 1948 1951 Totals 
Interrupt. ion 
Men Women Men Women Men Women otal Per Cent 
Better job o!feredb 3 2 0 0 3 2 5 33.3 
Needed mre mneyc 0 0 3 0 3 0 3 20.0 
Military service 0 0 3 0 3 0 3 20.0 
Further schooling 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 13.3 
Family responsibility 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 13.3 
Totals 4 4 7 0 11 4 15 99.9 
a None listed for 1954. 
b The 3 males indicated that they were now teaching to supplement their 
income. 
c Left the state and t hen secured a better teaching position with a 
larger salary. 
) 
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indicated they went to another state and then secured a better paying 
teaching position, and 11further schooling." 
Reasons given £l former teachers for leaving the teaching profession. 
The fonner teachers indicated 18 different reasons for leaving the teach-
ing profession (table 19). They were asked to check or list 1 or more 
reasons. The average number of reasons checked was l.S. The men listed 
an average of 2.3 and the women 1.1 reasons. 
Sixty out of 69 (87.0 per cent) of the women responding to this 
question listed 11marriage and family responsibilities 11 as t he reason 
for leaving the teaching profession . Only 2 (5.7 per cent} of the males 
gave this as the reason and both of them canmented that they needed a 
larger income to meet the needs of their growing family. 
Twenty-six out of 35 males (74.0 per cent) listed "salaries too low" 
as the reason for leavine t he teaching profession and cnly 2.9 per cent 
of the women listed this as their reason. Such researchers as Hilton (7), 
Knisely (8), Renz (11), and Boroughs (11), support the finding th.at salary 
is a major consideration for leaving the profession. 
'
1Better working conditions elsewhere" was ranked second by tbe men 
as a reason for leaving the teaching profession with 37.1 per cent so 
indicating, but none of the 69 women checked this reason. 
The next S reasons ranked by the males were "teachi ng load too heavy-
no limit to bollrs of work 11 (31.4 per cent), "required to teach in field 
other than major" (17 .1 per cent) "further education" (17 .1 per cent) , 
"inadequate merit recognitton, advancement, or incentive" (14.3 per cent), 
and • greater professional advancement elsewhere (11.4 per cent)." 
The reason •position not available in desired area" was the second 
ranking reason for women and was checked by 5 (7.3 per cent) of them. 
Table 19. Reasons given for leaving the teaching profession by those 
graduates of the Utah State Agriculture.! College included 
in the study 
Reasons for Leaving the 
Teaching Profess ion 
Marriage and family 
responsibilities 
Salaries too low 
Better working conditions 
elsewhere 
Teaching load too heavy-
no limit to hours 
Required to teach in 
field other than major 
Further education 
Dislike teaching 
Position not available 
in area 
Inadequate merit 
recognition 
Greater pro!e8sional 
advancement elsewhere 
Others* 
Contract not offered 
Men 
2 
26 
l3 
11 
6 
6 
2 
0 
5 
4 
6 
0 
Total No. of reasons checked 81 
Number responding 35 
Avere.ge No. reasons 2. 3 
Women 
60 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
0 
0 
3 
0 
76 
1.1 
Total 
62 
28 
12 
7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
9 
0 
157 
104 
1.5 
Per Cent 
39. 5 
17.8 
8.3 
7.6 
3.2 
o.o 
* M111tary service, missionary l«>rk, better retirement, no personal 
freedom, wanted better supervisory backing, better tenure elsewhere, 
opportunity to travel 
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Women who had left were generally more satisfied with teachine than men. 
A typical response from a woman dropout was: 
I enjoyed my teaching very much and wish that I could be 
teaching again. The hours are excellant for a wife and mother. 
The salary is superb in relation to clerking, secretarial work, 
or other jobs I might do. I hope that within the next year I 
will find it possible to re-enter the teaching profession. 
With the present and future demand for elementary and secondary 
teachers, it i.s i.Jnperative that the turnover of teachers in our schools 
be reduced to a minimU11\ . Also, it is imperative that t he teacher 11drop-
outs" be reduced as much as is humanly possible. This reduction in 
teachers leaving is necessary from at least 2 standpoints: first, the 
lack of qualified teachers ; and second, retention of better trained 
teachers in the positions in which they are now employed. The importance 
of this second point is verified by Chamberlain (4, p. 194) who states: 
If experience on the part of the teacher contribut es in general 
to increased efficiency in the classroom, and there can be little 
doubt that it does, particularly for the first few years , a large 
per cent of turnover is certain to produce a poorer educational 
product than would result if t he teaching staff remained relatively 
stable . A high percentage of withdrawals from the profession, 
or any other cond ition that makes necessary t he empl oyment of 
relatively large numbers of inexperienced teachers each year , 
represents, then, en undesirable situation. 
Althoueh there were a few who dropped out of the teaching profession 
because of a dissatisfaction with teaching , the findings of the study 
seem to indicate a need for such changes as improvement in salaries, 
lessening of overcrowded conditions, elimination of undue administrative 
and community pressures, and improvenents in buildings and equiflllent. 
These changes would aid in eliminating dropouts and bringing more 
qo..aUfied teachers into the profession. Although the c hanges are 
large the problems of the individual districts, help fran the education 
departments of the state, colleges, and universities will certainly be 
needed. Armstrong (1, p. 49) states: 
There is greater competition between teachine and other 
occupations today than t here was oefore World War II. 
In the years t>efore World War II teachinr was somethin! 
of a preferred occupatior. It provided sure income, even 
though the salary was small. This was perhaps the major 
reason why the percentai'e of t he total ccllege enroll!•ent 
prepari nr for teachinr was muc h hit her before than after 
:'lor ld War II. 
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Occupations of former teachers . Tables 22 and 23 list the occupations 
of all male and female f~Mer ~.e3cLers and non-teachers. This secticn 
is cor~erned only with the occupations of the former t eacher r,roup. 
There were 20 different occupations listed and because of difficulty 
in combinin~ these occupations into categories they are listed separately 
for the male former teacher in table 22. 
Five (13.9 per cent) of t lt" 34 male fonner teachers li8ted salesman 
as the occupation they entered after leavin~ the teaching profession; 
farming ranked second ~th 4 men (11.1 per cent); engineering and elec-
tronics, and military service were listed by 3 individuals (8.3 per cent) 
for each occupation. Accountant, ayricultural specialist, and store 
clerk received 5. 6 per cent each. 
In contrast to the varied positions listed by the male fonner teacher, 
only 8 occupations were listed by the fanale group. Eighty one and 
two-tenths per cent of the women listed "hanauaking" as their occupationo 
The position of "secretary" was given by 7.3 per cent. Other occupations 
as listed in table 23 accounted for 11.5 per cent of the occupations 
listed by the women who left the teaching prcfession. 
~ concerning ~ subjects not entering ~ teaching profession 
This section will be concerned with the data on the subjects who 
have never entered the teachinr profession. 
Number ~ percentaee. Of the 411 graduates , 109 (26.5 per cent) 
have never taur, ht (table 20). The 109 subjects were corr~osed of 70 
males and 39 females. When considering the total nwnber of subjects, 
There is greater competition between teac hinf and other 
occupations today than there was before world War II . 
In the years bef ore World war II t eRchinp was somethin~ 
of a preferred occupatior.. It provided sure income, even 
though the salary was small. This was perhaps the ma j or 
reason why the percentage of t he total ccllege enrollment 
prepari r.r for teachinr was muc h higher before than after 
:~orld War II . 
Occupations of fo~er teachers . Tables 22 and 23 list the occupations 
of all male and female f on cr -:.cac':ers and non-teachers . This secticn 
is ccr~erned only with the occupations of t he former t eacher croup. 
There were 20 different occupations listed and because of difficulty 
in combininr t hese occupations into categories they are listed separately 
for the male f ormer teacher in table 22. 
Five (13 . 9 per cent) of t.h r teachers lieted salesman 
as the occupation they entered af t he teaching profession; 
farming ra~econd with 4 ~e per cent); engineering and elec-
tronics , ~nd milit ry servifi ere listed by 3 individuals (8.3 per cent) 
for each occupation f~~~tant, arricultural specialist, and store 
In eon 
\ 
only 8 occ 
two- tenths 
The positi 
e.A}Ikt ach . 
to the 
I 
listed by the male former teacher, 
b listed by the female group. 
I"" of the \olOmen listed 11 hanemaldngl' 
Eighty one and 
a s their occupationo 
secretary" was given by 7.3 per cent. Other occupations 
as listed in table 23 accounted for 11. 5 per cent of the occupatione 
listed by the women who left the teac hing profession . 
~ concerning those subjects ~ entering the teaching profession 
This section will be concerned with the data on the subjects who 
have never entered the teac hing profession . 
Number ~ percentage . Of the 411 graduates, 109 (26.5 per cent) 
have never taught (table 20) . The 109 subjects were c o~~osed of 70 
males and 39 females . When considering the total number of subjects, 
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Table 20. Number and percentage of the Utah State Agricultural College 
gaduates !rca the 3 study years holding secondary 
teaching cert1.!1eates, llbo bave never taught 
Year Total Class Number Who Have Percentage Who 
Response Never Taught Have Never Taught 
Men Women Total Men \iomen Total Men Women Total 
1948 67 65 l32 7 l3 20 10.4 20.0 15.2 
1951 1o6 52 158 32 16 48 30.2 30.8 30.4 
1954 75 46 l2l 31 10 41 41.3 21.7 33.9 
Totals 248 163 411 70 39 109 28.3 24o5 26.5 
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more men (28.3 per cent) than women (24 . 5 per cent) have never entered 
the teachine profession. This fir.ure becomes more significant when the 
reasons given by males and females for not entering the profession are 
considered. See page 55 of this study for reasons why graduates have 
never entered the profession . 
Only 15.3 per cent of the 1948 eraduates have never taught as 
compared to )0 .4 per cent for 1951, and 33 . 9 per cent for 1954. 
The ratio of males to females not entering the teaching profession 
was 1:2 in 1948 and by 1954 it was 2:1. This complete reversal in the 
ratio was partly due to the 19 males (table 21) who entered the military 
service . Even when this factor is taken into consideration the ratio 
of males to females is higher , indicating that a smaller per cent of the 
1954 male graduates are entering teac hing . 
Status of teachinc certificates. The non-teacher subjects for the years 
of 1951 and 1954 all have valid certificates for the State of Utah because 
only 4 years have elapsed in the case of the 1951 graduates and a certifi-
cate is valid for 5 years . Three (42 . 9 per cent) of the seven 1948 
male praduates who have never tau ght failed to renew their certificates. 
Twelve (92 . 3 per cent ) of the 13 women non-teachers have let their 
teaching certificate lapse . 
In Utah for the year 1954 (26, p. JO) there were 1053 letters of 
authorization . There were 279 more letters of aathor tzation tssued 1n 
1954 than in 1952. 
Reasons !2£ ~ entering the profession. The 109 non- teacher subjects 
listed 19 different reasons (taLle 21) for not entering the teaching 
profession . The average number of reasons checked by the graduates was 
1.8, with the men averaging 2.0 reasons and the wcmen lo4 reasons . The 
avera , e number of responses was much higher for the men in 1948 and 1951 
Table 21. Reasons given for not entering the teaching profession by 
Utah state Agricultural College graduates of the study 
years who held secondary teaching certificates 
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Reasons Men Women Total Per Cent 
Better salaries elsewhere 3 5 
Military service 25 
Marriage 1 
Better working conditions elsewhere 16 
Position not available in desired area 8 
Further education 15 
Present teaching conditions not desirable 9 
Enjoyed other work more S 
No incentive for outstanding work 8 
Took course, but never seriously 
planned to teach 3 
More professional presti.age el3ewh~re 5 
others* 9 
Total number of reasons given 142 
2 
0 
29 
4 
9 
1 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
4 
54 
37 
25 
30 
20 
17 
16 
11 
8 
8 
6 
5 
l3 
196 
Total number of graduates responding 70 39 109 
Average number of responses per graduate 2 . 0 1.4 1.8 
18.9 
12.8 
15.3 
10. 2 
8.7 
8.2 
5.6 
4.1 
4.1 
* Temperment not suited to teaching, position not available, required to 
teach out of major field, too III.lch regementation and mental strain, 
missionary work, more security (tenure) elsewhere, because I am an 
American citizen I cannot teach full time in foreign country 
r: • 
_.. ( 
(3 .4 and 4o2) than in 1954 (l. J) . This wide difference is again attri-
buted to the number of male graduates of 1954 entering the military 
service thereby checkin g only one reason for not entering teaching. 
"Better salaries elsewhere" was checked by 37 non-teac.ers; 34 per 
cent of all non-teachers respond ine checked this as one of their reasons 
for not teachine. It accounted for 18. 9 per cent of t he total responses 
and w~s 6. 1 per cent r,reater than any other reason listed . Of the 37 
non-tea r.hers using "better salaries elsewhere" as a reason for not 
teachinp, 35 (94.6 per cent) were men . 
Tbe second ranking reason, listed by 25 male non- teachers, was 
11mili tary service." These 25 men accounted for 35. 7 per cent of the 
total number of male subjects not entering the teaching profession . 
No women gave this reason . The reason rankinf first for women was 
"marriage . '1 A total of 30 subjects, 29 wCJnen and 1 man, checked this 
reason to account for 15. 3 per cent of the total number of responses . 
Seventy-four per cent of the female non- teachers checked 11marriage 11 as 
the major reason for not enteri ng teaching. 
One wcxnan , who majored in heme econanics and is now a homemaker, 
made the following comments: 
My purpose in takine education classes was to prepare 
me for any emerpenci.es which might arise such as death of the 
family provider, also I do not have much desire to be regimented 
like teachers are . I prefer to be my own boss . I feel that the 
extra ~lathing and expenses necessary f or te~ching as well as 
baby sitters for my children and housekeepers would use up any 
money I micht make as a teacher. I can save more, take care 
of and educate my own children, be happier, and enjoy Ufe more 
by stayine hane and keeping house . I hope I never have to be 
a teacher . 
Receivtne 8. 7 per cent of the total number of rea~ons checked vas 
"Position not available in deeired area . " Eight men and 9 w001.en accounted 
for this percentage . 11 .Better working conditions elsewhere" received 10 . 2 
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per cent of the namber of rea!!lons checked . Of the 20 c;raduates listing 
this reason 16 (8o .o per cent) were males . This could possibly indicate 
more dissatisfaction with teaching by men, or that men were more readily 
able to secure positions with conditions superior to teaching in other 
fields . Fourteen and eight-tenths per cent of the graduates who have 
never taught indicated that they have been furtherin g their (ducatian; 
however, 93 . 8 per cent of those involved were males. 
''No incentive for outstanding work11 was a reason listed by sane 
per cent or t be total responses . It should be noted that all 8 males 
stated that salary should be canmensurate vitb merit. 
For further breakdown according to yt!ars of graduation consult 
table 21. 
Occupations £!~-teachers. The 69 men who have never taught listed 
26 different occupations . Of t hese C9 male non-teachers 23(33.3 per cent) 
listed "military service" as their occupat l. on. This high percentage in 
# 
relation to the male fonner teachers is attributed to the large number 
of graduates for the year 1954 who have not fulfilled t heir military 
obligation (table 22) . The second ranking occupation was "medical, 
dental or physical therapy student" with 8 . 7 per cent. This group was 
not considered as graduate students because they probably will not 
enter or re-enter the teaching profession upon th~ completion of their 
schoolinf . uEnr.ineering and electronics" accounted for 5.8 per cent of 
the male non-teachers . The occupations of "salesman," "graduate stlldent," 
and "machinist" each accounted for 4.3 per cent. 
Table 22 lists 33 occupations of male former teachers and non-teachers. 
These occupations are listed according to percentage ranks for these 2 
eroups . 
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Table 22 . Present occupations of male former teachers and non- teachers 
who applied for secondary teaching certificates and graduated 
from the Utah State Agricultural College in 1948, 1951, and 
1954 
Present Occupations Former Per Non- Per Teachers Cent Teachers Cent 
Military service 3 8.3 23 33.3 
Salesman 5 13 .9 3 4.3 
Engineering, electronics 3 8.3 4 5.8 
Medical, Dental, Physical 
Therapy students 1 2.8 6 8.7 
Farming 4 11.1 l 1.4 
Accountant 2 5.6 2 2.9 
Agriculture Specialist 2 5.6 2 2.9 
Graduate student 1 2.8 3 4.3 
Construction l 2.8 2 2o9 
Machinist 0 o.o 3 4.3 
Physical Therapist 1 2.8 2 2.9 
Atheletic Director 0 o.o 2 2.9 
Clerk (drugstore, grocery) 2 5.6 0 o.o 
Electrician 0 o.o 2 2.9 
Interior Decorator 0 o.o 2 2.9 
\~ildli!e Technician 1 2.8 1 1. 4 
Dentist 0 o.o 1 1. 4 
Equipment Inspector 0 o.o 1 1. 4 
Employment Service Counselor 1 2. 8 0 o.o 
Forest Ranger 1 2.8 0 o.o 
Lawyer 0 o.o 1 1. 4 
Imnber Yard Supervisor 0 0 . 0 1 1.4 
Mathematician 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Ne-wspaper Manager 1 2.8 0 o.o 
Probation and Parole Officer 1 2.8 0 o.o 
Professional Football 0 0 . 0 1 1.4 
Production Planner 1 2. 8 0 o.o 
Radio Program Director 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Red Cross District Executive 1 2.8 0 o.o 
Service Station Attendant 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Small Bus !ness Opera tor 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Special Agent FBI 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Superintendent of Airport 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Therapist in Manual Art 1 2.8 0 o.o 
Truck Driver 1 2. 8 0 o.o 
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The 40 females checked 9 different occupat ions . Of these 9 occu-
pations 11 hanemaker " was checked by 30 (75.0 per cent). The aec c,nd 
ranking occupation, as indicated i n t able 23, was "secretary" , whicb 
was checked by 3 {7 .5 per cent ) of t he women non- teachers. 
Of the 109 women who never taueht or are not now teachin~, 86 
(78 . 9 per cent) checked homemaker as their preeent occupation. The 
occupations of usecretary, 11 "bookkeeper, " and "missionary" received 
7.4, 3.8, and 2. 8 per cent respectively. Other occupations and per-
centages for women are listed in table 23. 
In table 24 the employment status of non-teachers with regard to 
their major field of study is given . Of t he 70 t".en vh o are non-teac hers, 
18 (25.1 per cent) were employed in their major field of study. 
A larger percentage (40. 6) of the male non-teachers f or 1951 were 
employed in their major field t han for t he years 1948 (14.3 per cent) 
and 1954 (12 . 9 per cent) . 
Of the 40 female subjects who never taught, 75.0 per cent were 
ho~~akers . However, of those women engaged in other occupations, 
75 .0 per cent were employed in their maj or field of study . As compared 
to 18.0 per cent f or males , it would appear that men have greater 
opportunities for employment in fields ot her than t he i r major . 
Changes deemed necessary. Each non- teacher eubject was asked "What 
changes in t he teachi ng profession would you de~n necessary before you 
woul d enter 1 t ?" 
The 109 nm-teachers c hecked t he changes deemed necessary befor e 
t hey wo•' ld ent er the profess i on . The male non- teac hers for the years 
1948, 1951, and 1954 averaged 2.1, 2. 1, and 1.7 reasons respecti vely. 
The overall average was 1. 9. The female non-teacher (table 25) averaged 
only 1 reason. 
Table 2.3. Present occupations of female former teachers and non-teachers 1 
who graduated !rom the Utah State Agricultural College in 1948, 
1951, and 1954, ldth secondary teaching certi!ie&t88 
Present Occupations Former Per Non- Per Total Per Teachers Cent Teachers Cent Cent* 
Homemaker 56 81.2 .30 75.0 86 78.9 
Secretary 5 7 • .3 .3 7.5 8 7.4 
Bookkeeper 2 2.9 1 2.6 .3 2.8 
Missionary 2 2.9 1 2.6 .3 2.8 
Graduate Student 1 1.4 1 2.6 2 1.8 
Train Hostess 1 1.4 0 0.0 1 .9 
IBM Operator 1 1.4 0 o.o 1 .9 
Occupational Therapist 0 o.o 1 2.6 1 .9 
Television Programming 0 o.o 1 2.6 1 .9 
Home Demonstration Agent 0 o.o 1 2.6 1 .9 
Nurse 0 o.o 1 2.6 1 .9 
Taking Care of Parents 1 1.4 0 o.o 1 .9 
Total Number of Gradu-
ates Not Teaching 69 6.3 • .3 40 .36.7 109 100.0 
* Percentage calculated by dividing the total number of former and 
non-teachers into number of former teachers or non-teachers for each 
occupation 
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Table 24. Present employmmt status of non-teacher sub j ects with regard 
to their major field 
Year Employed in Not &nployed 
of Major Field in 
Graduation of Study Per Cent Major Field Per Cent Total 
Men Wallen Men Women MEil Women Men Women Men Total 
194.8 1 0 14.3 o.o 6 13 85.7 100.0 7 13 
1951 1.3 3 40.6 18.8 19 13 59.4 81.2 32 16 
1954 4 0 12.9 o.o 27 10 87.1 100.0 31 10 
Totals l8 3 25.7 7.7 52 36 74.3 92.3 70 39 
Table 25. Changes that were deemed necessary by the non-teaching graduates of the J study years be-
fore they would enter teaching as a :rrofession 
1948 1951 1954 Totals 
Changes Deemed Necessary 
Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Total Per Cent 
Higher salaries 7 3 25 4 19 2 51 9 60 34.) 
' Better facilities and equipnent 1 2 7 J 6 1 14 6 20 ll.4 
, Attitude of laynen toward teachers 2 1 7 1 4 0 1.3 2 15 8.6 
More secure tenure 1 2 6 0 5 1 12 3 15 8.6 
Smaller teaching load 1 0 0 1 5 2 6 3 9 5.1 
More professional prestiage 1 0 8 0 0 0 9 0 9 5ol 
Fewer persooal restrictions on 
teachers 1 0 3 0 5 0 9 0 9 5.1 
Better retirement system and 
benefits 0 1 6 0 0 0 6 1 7 4.0 
others* 1 0 5 4 3 0 9 4 13 7.5 
Conditions satisfactory-would 
teach if needed money 0 4 0 7 7 0 7 11 18 10.3 
Total number of responses 15 13 67 20 54 6 136 39 175 
Total number of graduates responding 7 13 32 16 31 10 70 39 109 
Average number of responses 2.1 1.0 2.1 1.2 1.7 .6 1.9 1.0 1.6 
"' * Less public pressure on salaries, less clerical work, better administration, better preparation for 1\) 
teaching, incentives for better teaching 
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Of the total 109 non-teachers, 6o (5~ .o per cent) checked "higher 
selariesn as the major change before they wo~l.d enter the profession. 
Fifty-one oat of the ff:J were ID8l. The ff:J responses accounted for 34.3 
per cent of t be total nlll'llber of reasons. !tBetter facilities and equip-
ment" was checked by 20 non-teachers and this second ranking reason 
accounted for 11.4 per cent of the total. "The improvement of laymen 1s 
attitude toward teachers," and 1'lllore secure tenure 11 were of equal rank 
with 8.6 per cent of the total reasons being in each category. Reasons 
such as "Tilore professicnal prestige, 11 "smaller teaching load," and 
"fewer personal restrictions on teacbers, 11 each accounted for 5.1 per 
cent of the total number of reascns. 
Women appeared more satisfied than men with the profession as 
indicated by tbe number of responses each group made. Also, 11 of the 
18 responses on 11 cor.ditior.s satisfactory and would teach if needed money11 
were checked by females. 
Since there is a definite shortage of teachers throughout the nation, 
it would seem that certain changes are necessary within the teaching 
profession if this shortage is to be rectified. Of the total number of 
graduates covered in this study, 26.5 per cent have never taught (table 20). 
In the 1948 class, 8 years after graduation, 52 .3 per cent of the total 
graduates were not employed as teachers . When these figures are considered 
with the inereaeing demand for quali.fied teachers, t he situation looks 
even ~ore critical. 
Data oo salaries 
----=;...;;;..;;;.-
Dissatisfaction i.n regard to salary was the most important single 
factor for male teachers leaving the school district, the statE, or the 
teaching profession, and the reason given by more male teachers for not 
entering teaching. 
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Since only 3.4 per cent of the females listed salaries as a major 
consideration, their salaries are not considered here. 
A typical male comment on ~alaries was made by a graduate of the 
class of 1951. He was employed as a junior mathematiciano He stated: 
I taught a1.r force personnel for two and a half years at 
Lowery Air Force Base . At the time I accepted t his position 
I wo t... ld have taught in a secondary school (frcxn which I had 
several offers) but the pay was better for doing about the 
same type of wor k. I enjoyed teaching,am sure I would enjoy 
teachinf math and physics on the secondary level, if the pay 
were sanewhat carunensurate with the salary I arn now receiving. 
I have no real desire to remain in the work I 'm doing now and 
would really enjoy teaching if my wife and children were able 
to eat and wear decent clot hen. 
The salary of male teacher subjects was ~4,531 which included supple. 
mental earninr.s1, and was exceeded by the salaries of fo:nner teachers 
(~4 , 669) and non- teachers {~5 ,482) . 
Tables 26, 27 , and 28 indicate the average salary of all males from 
the 3 years compiled by state, and present status as a teacher, f onner 
teacher , or nco-teacher . Because of the sparse distribution of male 
graduates amone some states , caution should be exercised in drawing con-
elusions ccncerntng avera ge salaries offered in these states . 
The averaee salary (table 26) of the teachers for 1948 was ~4,9512; 
~4 , 8023 for the former teacher; and $7 , 500 for non- t eachers . Utah ' s 
teacher s , former teachers , and non- teachers , in comparison had salaries 
of $4, 4704, &4. 525, and i71 000 respectively. 
Idaho and California ranked second and 1:h ird in competing for Utah 
State Agricultural College graduat es with percentages· of 16.4 and 9.0 
1 . !583.00 
2. includes supplemental income of $701.00 average ) . 58.) per cent of the salaries listed were in the sixth bracket on the 
questioonaire which read "over f5,000" making it impossible to obtain 
• a true average salary on this group 
~4 . a l•rger number of vocational agriculture teachers were in Utah and 
Idaho and thue , due to their year around salary the average for these 
2 states was made higher 
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Table 26. Average sal.ary and location of the males of the 1948 Utah State 
Agricultural College graduating class who held secondary teach-
ing certificates 
wcation of Teachers Former 
Teachers 
Non- Total 
Teachers 
Graduates Average Average Average Average 
Number Salary Number salary Number Salary Number Salary 
California 3 
Colorado 1 
Idaho 9 
Indiana 0 
Iowa 2 
Montana 1 
Nevada 1 
New Mexico 0 
Oregon 2 
0 
Utah 25 
Nashington l 
Wyoming 1 
Totals 
31750 
4,028 
1 
0 
4,750 
1 0 
1 
2 
2 
l 
0 
5,250 0 
0 
5,250 0 
12 
0 0 
4, 750 0 
1 000 
0 0 
4,070 6 
4,750 1 
0 
4, 250 lA 
701 
a teaching salary 
b supplemental income 
c 
5,250 2 7,750 6 6, 042 
5,250 0 0 3 
0 0 11 
0 0 0 c 
0 0 0 2 6,500 
0 0 0 1 6,000 
0 0 0 1 6,500 
0 l 7 , 500 1 
0 0 0 2 5,150 
0 l 8 ,000 1 s,ooo 
4, 525 2 7,000 33 
4,250 1 c 3 4,500 
5,250 0 0 2 4,750 
7 7,500 67 .. 5,101 
c sa.lariee o! students were not figured in the average 
d 58.3 per cent of the salaries lieted were in the eixth bracket which 
read uover $5,000" making it impossible to obtain a true total average 
salary on this group 
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Table 27. Average salary and location of the maleR of the 1951 Utah State 
Agricultural College graduating cla~s who held secondary teach-
ing certificates 
IDeation Teachers Former Non- Total 
of Teachers Teachere 
Graduates Average Average Average Average 
Number Salary Number Salary Number Salary Number Salary 
Arizona 0 0 0 0 1 6 1000 1 6 1ooo 
California 4 a5,000 1 
b 81 
5,250 2 4,750 7 5,429 
Idaho 14 3,964 2 4,750 1 5,800 17 4,488 
Illinois 0 0 0 0 2 ~.800 2 ~.800 
Indiana 1 4,250 0 0 0 0 1 4,500 
2 
Kansas 0 0 0 0 1 ~.900 1 ~.900 
1-Iinnesota 0 0 0 0 1 :z.ooo 1 7.000 
Nevada 3 4,750 0 0 3 6.,000 6 5,750 
New Jersez 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 ~00 1 6.~ 
New York 2 4,250 0 0 0 0 2 4,500 
2 
Oregon 1 4,250 0 0 0 0 1 4,500 
2 0 
So. Dakota 1 3,750 0 0 0 0 1 4,500 
Utah 34 3,662 6 4 , 500 17 5,645 57 4,689 
610 16:z 
\'lashington 0 0 2 4,500 1 5,500 3 5,333 
Wyoming 1 3 ,750 0 0 1 6 ,000 2 5,500 
1 2 0 
Austria 0 0 0 0 1 2.000 1 ~.ooo 
Canada 1 3 ,750 0 0 0 0 1 3,750 
0 
Totals 62 3 ,911 11 
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4, 614 32 5, 366 105 4,725 
a teaching salary 
b supplemental income 
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Table 28. Average salary and location of the males of the 1954 Utah State 
Agricultural College graduating class who held secondary teach-
ing certificates 
U>eation Teachers Forner Non- Total 
ot Teachers Teachers 
Graduates Average Average Average Average 
Number Salary Number Salary Number Salary Number Salary 
Arizona 1 ~~250 0 
b 2 0 
0 0 0 1 3 ,500 
Calif onrla 2 4.0CIJ 4 5,167 2 C2~600 8 4~ 608 
00 
Florida 1 3,250 0 0 0 0 1 3,250 
0 
Idaho 3 4~083 0 0 1 Cl~OOO 4 3~312 
0 
Massachusetts 0 0 0 0 1 ~.200 1 ~ .~oo 
W.scbi&MD 0 Q Q Q l c~.ooo 1 ~.ooo 
Nevada 1 4~250 1 4,750 0 0 2 4~625 
20 
~Jew J!rsa 0 0 0 0 J: c1.ooo ! 1 1000 
New York 0 0 0 0 2 c2a:Z22 2 2a:Z20 
Oregon 1 4,250 0 0 1 5,000 2 4,625 
0 
fDDoa;x:b:acja. a a a a l a l Q 
so. Dakota 0 0 0 0 1 C!t 1000 1 ~.ooo 
Texas 0 0 0 0 2 caaZ20 2 !ta720 
Utah 23 3,459 2 4~500 7 c4,340 32 4~123 
6 
Virldni.a 0 0 1 !ta2~ 0 0 1 ~.22Q 
W&•hirurt.2Jl 0 0 J. lia2~0 ii CJ.~OO 2 J.:Z~Q 
Wyoming 3 3.750 0 0 0 0 3 4,250 
00 
Ala :sa Q Q Q Q 6 C~a220 2 g•220 
Canada 0 0 0 0 1 ·~ 1 ·~()() GermanY 2 0 0 0 J ~J. 2 J J.-b:Z 
!S2re& Q 0 0 0 1 Cl1 ~00 1 1.500 
Totals 35 3,614 9 4,250 31 <L.3~782 75 !3,980 
ea.~~ 
a teaching salary 
b supplemental income 
c armed forces 
d average including armed forces w.ges 
~ average without armed forces lm.gee 
includes az,ned forcee 1eges 
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respectively . The averaee salary for all graduates of 1940 in these 2 
states was $6,042 for California and ~~,270 for Idaho . The averaye 
salary for all graduates of 1948 in the state of Utah 1-:as ~4,633 . Thi8 
was exceeded by all other states except Washington . 
The average salary of the graduates of 1951 who were classified as 
teacher s was ;;4,5711• Former teachers averaged ...S4 , 840 and non- teachers 
averaged ~5 , 366 . All graduates , teachers, former teachers , and non-
teachers remaining in Utah earned ~4,272 , ~4 , 667 , and ~5,645 respectively. 
Idaho and California were again the second and third rankin e states 
in competition for graduates . Idaho received 16.2 per cent of all the 
1951 subjects and California received 6.7 per cent. The salaries in these 
2 states for teachers were ~4,488 and •5, 429 respectively. 
Graduates of the class of 1951 r emaining in utah averaged 44,689 
compar ed to an overall average salary of &4, 725 . 
Of the male graduates still teaching, 55 .7 per cent were in Utah as 
ca~pared to 44. 3 per cent located in other states . 
The average salaries of male graduates for 1954 were 94, 0852 for 
teachers, ~4 , 250 for former teachers, and ~4,9893 for non-teachers . 
Forty-one per cent of the graduates of this class have never taught and 
these graduates averaged ~9044 more per year than did the graduates who 
were teachine . 
California ranked second and Idaho third in competine for the gradu-
ate subjects of 1954, with 10 . 7 and 5.3 per cent reepectivelyo 
With salaries being the most important single factor for male 
teachers leaving or not entering the professicn, there seems to be little 
1. incllldee supplemental income of •56o averace 
2. includes supplemental income of i471 average 
3. averape salary does not include the salAry of those graduates who are 
in the armed forces 
4. calculated by using only those salaries of non- teachers who uere not 
in the armed forces 
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reason to justify t be present shortage of certified t eachers. Hoehlman 
(12 1 p. 207) summed it up by saying: 
Supply and demand in the teaching profession run in cycles ••• 
During periods of deflation and depression the result is a dan-
gerous oversupply; during inflation and national crisis (such 
as war) when teachers' salaries are low, there is usually an 
undersu.pply. Undersupply first calls back the teachers wi ttl 
submarginal training, those who have grown too old mentally if 
not physically, and anyone to whom a "special" cert ificate can 
be given without too many blushes. T be next step is almost 
hysterical recruitment drives by la7111en 1 teacher-training 
agencies, and teachers. Almost everything is done except to 
raise salaries adequately, provide proper working conditions, 
and ccnsider teachers as f ull citiz~ns. LonB range institutional 
planning and adequate salaries am working conditions will do 
more to make teaching attractive to more capable people than 
anything else. There hs.e never been an adequate supply of 
well-educated teachers. 
StMMARY 
This study reports the results of a follow-up survey of a sel-
ected group of graduates trained on the secondary level at the Utah 
State Agricultural College. Graduates for the years 1948, 1951, and 
1954, who qualified and applied for a Utah secondary teaching certi-
ficate were the subjects used in this study. 
The main objectives of the study were to determine to what 
extent the Utah State Agricultural College graduates of the School 
of Education have entered the teaching profession, and how many and 
why they have left or never entered the profession. 
There exists at the present ad efinite shortage of teachers 
and it was felt that a follow-up study of this type would contribute 
information regarding ways in which the profession could be improved. 
Findings of the study were: 
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1. The 450 graduates who received Utah secondary teaching certificates 
canposed 22.6 per cent of the total nll!lber of graduates fran the Utah 
State Aertcultural College during 1948, 1951, and 1954. The nllltber of 
graduates receiving certificates dropped 7.1 per cent from 1948 to 
1954. 
2. A total of 26 states, 1 territory, and 1 foreign country were 
listed by the subjects as their present location. Fifty and six-tenths 
per cent of the subjects were located in Utah. Fifty nine and four-
tenths per cent of the subjects who were teaching resided in Utah. 
3 . Physical education and Enelish were listed by the largest nll!llber 
of graduates as their major field of study, whereas, the 3 majors 
with the least graduates were biological science, oommerce and exact 
science. 
4. Teachers received morE college credits and advanced degrees than 
did the former teacher and non- teacher groups. 
5. No significant grade point difference was found between the grad-
uates entering teaching, leaving teaching, or those who have never 
taught . 
6. Of the 411 subjects, 73 .5 per cent have taught for 1 year or more. 
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7. Those who entered the elementary level to teach accounted for 12.9 
per cent of the total number of teachers and former teachers. The major 
reason given for teaching on the elementary level instead of the secondary 
was "elementary position available in desired area." 
B. The graduates considered in the study rendered 55.4 per cent of the 
total possible years of teaching service . Eight years after graduation 
47.7 per cent of the 1948 group were still teaching. Five years after 
graduation 44.3 per cent of the 1951 group remained in teachi ng. 
9. "Military service" was listed by 25.7 per cent of t he graduates as 
the major reason for not entering the teaching profession ~ediately 
tollowing graduation . 
10. Of the 302 graduates who entered teaching, 104 (34 .4 per cent) left 
the profession . The percentage of dropouts was 55.6 per cent for the 
females and 19.7 per cent for the males. 
11. "Better salaries 11 was listed as the major reason for teachers 
rsaining in, or moving to, their present position. Ranking second was 
"desired to settle in this particular community." 
12. The major reasons given by men for leaving the teaching profession 
were "salaries too low" and "better working c onditions elsewhere . " 
"Marriage and family responsibilities" was listed by 87.7 per cent of 
the women who left teaching. 
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13. Major reasons given by the 26 .5 per cent who are non- teachers for 
not entering the profession were "better salaries elsewhere," ''military 
service" and ''marriage . " 
14. Twe lve and six- tenths per cent oft hose who left teaching returned 
later. The major reason given for interruption was "better job offered." 
A majority of the males who returned to teaching, did so to supplement 
their income from other so~rces. 
15. Major cha.nf es deened necessary by non- teachers before th ey would 
enter teac hing were "higher salaries , 11 11 '!:>etter facilities and equip-
ment, " " improved attitude of laymen toward teachers" and "more secure 
tenure . 11 
16. The average salary of the male teacher, with their suppl emental 
income included , was exceeded by both the former teachers and those 
whc had never tau i·ht . The averafe non-teacher ' s salary exceeded the 
avera ge t eachers salary by $951.00 and when only the professional or 
contract salary of the teacher was considered a difference of i l,528oOO 
existed . The average teaching or professional salary of men in Utah 
was lower than the average professional salaries of all of the other 
states except 2. 
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C~CllJSirnS AND REC~DA TICNS 
Many of the teachers dropping out of the profession or changing 
districts were those with less than 4 years' experience. This points 
out the need of giving more attention to making those first years more 
successful and eatil!lfactory to the teacher. During the first yeare of 
teaching salaries are lower. This was a Dlajor reaeon given for leaving 
or changing positions. Increasing the beginning salaries and providing 
more help for the beginning teachers vould probably help to lower the 
dropout rate of the beginning teachers. 
It appears that more guidance in the early years of college in 
regard to the overall supply and demand of certified teachers in the 
various subject fields would be of value. The demand could then be 
more fully met and the graduate would not find himself in a position 
vhere he vould either have to teach outside his major field or go into 
some other profession. 
The n!Dber of men leaving the teaching- field is snaller than the 
n~ber of women and the men also remain for a longer period of time. 
Since excessive turnover in a faculty is undesirable, it is felt that 
those changes listed by male fanner teachers and non-teachers as 
necessary before they would teach should be made, insofar as possible . 
A general dissatisfaction on the part of the men was found in all cate-
gories. Women seemed much more satisfied with present conditions. It 
was also found that men in the teaching profession retained greater in-
terest in betterinf themselves academically. A large portion of them 
had received advanced degrees and nearly all had taken college courses 
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since graduation. 
Persons holding certificates should be encouraged to keep them 
valid, thereby making it possible to enter the profession when the 
opportunity arises; also, the interest in teaching could be kept active 
in t his way. The various teacher training institutions might establish 
or further encourage a program to bring these individuals into the 
night school and off campus courses. 
It is further suggested that a more complete study be 1ade in regard 
to grade-point averages of teachers , former teachers, and non-teachers. 
It is felt that a similar study should be conducted for the elemen-
tary level in order to obtain a ccmplete survey of the education graduates 
of the Utah State Agricultural Colleee. 
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APPENDIX A 
A STUDY OF FQRM'!O'.R U. S. i\ . C. G.h..:..DH' TFS ·~mo AI. LIED FC•H SF.X;OmARY 
TF.ACHING CERTifiCATES 
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Because you are a ~ember of the graduatinf class of either 1948, 1951, 
or 1954 who applied for a secondar y teaching certificate ~ need your 
~. The data will be used only to draw conclusions , to formulate 
IOiis for improvinr. the teaching profession , and aidinb the School of 
Education in understandinr and meeting the needs of their students . 
Your honest and frank opinions will be r~eatly appreciated . All data 
will be kept confidential . 
Directions: Complete the section on eeneral information . If you are 
presently or have ever been a classroom teac her complete part ! · If you 
have never been a cl assroan teacher complete part B. If you have any 
~tal comments or more space ie needed feel free-to use the reverse 
s de . CWtpl eHon time approximately 4 mi nutes . 
General Information: 
1 . Name 
----------------------J Sex __ ~, Age __ ~, Mari. tal Status_. 
2. Teaching Yla jor , Year Graduated , State degrees 
acquired s ince craduatt on Graduate Hajor ----~ amount of coll ege credit obtained since graduation • 
-----------------
and 
3. List your major occupations since p.raduation: 
Year s Occupation City and State 
Part A: (Do not complete this part if you have never been a teacher ) 
1. Check i! you ar e presentl y or have ever taught on the elementary level ( ) . 
Give reason or r easons for not using your secondary certificate: 
2. Reasons for renaining in or moving to your)present teachinr position: 
(check any reasons that apply to your case 
a . Health- personal or family 
••••••••• 
b . Desir e to set tle in this 
particular community •·•• • •••••••• 
c . Better salary ••••.••••••••••••••••• 
d. Lareer distr ict or school system •• 
e . Smaller distr i ct or school system • 
r . Greater opportunity f or professional~ 
advancement, prestige , etc ••••••••• ___ 
g . Better tenure •••••• •• •• • •.•• •••• •• 
h . Poor living 
conditions •••••••••• 
i. Chan ge in family 
residence •••• • ••• • •• 
j . Educational phil osophy 
conflicted with 
policies •••• • ••••••• ___ 
k. Too many per sonality 
conflicts with former 
administrator , faculty 
or school board ••••• 
1. High cost of living •••••••••• ___ 
m. Restrictions on teachers ••••• 
n. Resentful attitude of laymen 
toward teachers ·•······•••••• 
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o. Too many canmunity 
responsibilities •••••••• 
p. No contract offered ••••• 
q. Others (please specify) • 
3. If you have left the teaching profession state your present occupation: 
• Check reason or reasons for the 
--------------------------------changet 
a. Salaries too low •••••••••••• g. ~issionary work •••••••••• 
b. Marriare (family responsibil-
1t1es) ••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
h. Further education •••••••• 
c. Military service •••••••••••• ___ 
i. Dislike teac hing ••••••••• ___ 
j. Better working conditions 
d. Retirement •••••••••••••••••• elsewhere •••••••••••••••• 
e. Contract not offered • ••••••• k. Teaching load too heavy •• 
f. Required to teach in field 1. Others (please specify) •• 
other than my teaching major ._ 
4. If there was a lapse of one or more years between graduation and commence-
ment of teaching check here ( ). If so, give reasonst 
----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------· 
5. If you left the teac hing profession for any length of time and returned 
check ( ). 
6. What is your annual income (circle t he one that applies in each column: 
a. Teaching salary: b. Supplemental income: 
(1) 2001-3000 (2) 3001-3500 (l) less than 500 (2) 501-1000 
(3) 3501-4000 (4) 4001-4500 (3) 1001-1500 (4) 1501-2000 
(5) 4501-5000 (6) over 5000 (5) 2001-2500 (6) over 2500 
Part B: (Do not complete t hi s part if you have been a teacher) 
1. Are you employed in your major field of college study: yes ( ) no ( ). 
2. Check reason or reasons for not entering the teac hing profession: 
a. Position not available d. Further education •••••• 
b. Position not available in e. Better workine conditions 
desired area •••••••••••••••• elsewhere •••••••••••••• 
c. Better salaries ••••••••••••• f. Missionary work •••••••• 
g. Military service •••••••••••• 
h. Marriage ••••••••••••••••••• 0 
i. Present teaching conditions 
not desirable ••••••••••••••• 
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j . Took courses in Education 
but never seriously 
planned to teach •••••••• 
k. Others (please specify) • 
3. What changes in t he teaching profession wo•1 ld you deem neceesary before 
you would enter it? Check two major changes or reasons: 
a. Higher salaries . ............ e. Less clerical work • •••• 
b. Personal restrictions on f . Better facilities and 
teachers .................... equipnent . ............. 
c. Attitude of laymen toward &· Other s (please specify) 
teachers .................... 
d. More secure tenure •••••••••• 
4. Is your present certificate valid: yes ( ) no ( ) . 
S. What is your total yearly income to the nearest $00 dollars • 
----
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UTAH STATE j\G.klCULTURAL COLLFGE 
School of Education 
Loran, Utah 
Dear Graduate:-
The School of Education at the u. s. A. c. is sponsoring several 
ft'aduate studies in the field of teacher education . Among these is 
one being conducted by Blair Low. With our cooperation he hopes to 
make an analysis of the graduates of three classes who qualify for 
teachinr certificates and find out something about their experiences 
in and out of teaching. 
The accompanyine questionnaire has been designed to get the 
specific information needed and we feel that this will be a very 
worth-while study . It is our hope that you can cooperate with Mr . 
Low and return the report as soon as possible . Of course all in-
formation will be kept strictly confidential . 
Thank you for your help . 
Sincerely yours , 
John c. Carlisle, Dean 
School o! Education 
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APPmDIX C 
Your Help, .Please 
r u friend: 
V.t have loal the USAC l\Jumnur. who:;o n"l-r :•" ~s G'1 t!'r' al 'lr;h ;J v1 ' ·:l. 
:md \lki dpproci~t~ y ur cu:;sl!Jt~nco h1 loc1tin; !h!"' ;:.er~ ?r. M:r.ed. 
l1 you -::wuot Qlvo us tha lnlormat!on roquas' 1, cou.H yot! A':J r'·:' HS 
'·" .lh tl n~::%'0 nnd .1ddrt"ss ol eomo one who CQuld? 
An UnmcxHc'l'e roply would be qralefully ~r>prociatod. 
fFOLD CARD AND MAil.) 
./ 
Sinoor • ly yours. 
LeRoy A. Bla.;ler 
Publlc Inform ti"':! em<"! 
CoUeqe Dove!cpr:~f'~: 
\V£ W'OllLI' VI"IUX'r.4t'l1 A.Y UIMIDLAf£ lt.UL'Y. TIJ&'Y¥. TOt'. 
\'Arne _ ..... ~--··· ·~·· .. -·-·····- .. _ ................... - ...... _ ............ t.tanJed........ \\ lwn 
l USAC \..rad ................. "''" H • To wliiOC'II . -··-·---·--··~· ··-···---~ .... --........ F d \\'1 onn~r stu j!n t. .. .. . ".-n • ~ 
Children . ___ ........... -
0 \ t•l'flUOtl . ii,:'~;;;, k;~-b·~···;~ .. ~~ .. -.;· B;~.~~- C·;.tr~ t; .... 
l.':n-... n• liome ~C\\'1 (Yom \lunul.l frlend1 <lrc fuh-rc.: 'ltt>tlt) :. 
1' 1.1 \ .... ,~ . 
Sit;ll. lfUI 
J 1 ' Ill/ J\ (O'IU I' It 
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APPENDIX D 
UTAH STATE ACRICUL1URAL COLI.mE 
School of Education 
October 5, 1955 
Dear John Doe, 
Perhaps the first questionnaire which was sent to you 
was not received or was lost. For t his reascn, I am enclos-
ing another. 
I have had a fair return fran your class, but I need 
an additional fifteen per cent to validate my study. 
Your prompt reply to this questionnaire would be greatly 
appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
W. Blair Low 
Enc. 
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AFPmDIX E 
Personal note written at the top of the questionnaire or added to 
the mimeographed second cover letter shown in Appendix D. 
Sample: 
Dear Jim, 
Perhaps you have not received the previous copies of 
this questionnaire. They were mailed in late August and 
September and I have had a very eood return thus far. I 
only need another 5 per cent to validate the stud y. I 
would certainly appreciate hearinE from you. Thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Blair 
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APPENDU F 
Table 29. Claaeification o! JD&jor and average amount o! graduate credit taken by the male graduate or 
1948, ldlo held a secondary teaching certificate 
Teachers Former T eachera Non-Teachers Graduate Major 
Graduate 
Major Average Average Average 
Number Houre Number Houre Number Hours Total Per Cent 
Aprl.crult ure 3 33.0 3 32.3 0 o.o 6 9.7 
B1.ochemistey 1 190.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Botan;y 1 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Counseling .. 1 45.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Dmtistry 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 195.0 1 1.6 
Education 
Administration 14 41.5 2 29.5 2 55.5 l.S 29.0 
Education 
Elementary 0 o.o 2 14.0 0 o.o 2 3.2 
Education 
General 0 OoO 0 o.o l 12.0 1 1.6 
English 3 27.1 0 o.o 0 o.o 3 4. 8 
Forest Management 0 o.o 1 30.0 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Industrial Arts 9 29.2 0 o.o 0 o.o 9 14.5 
!ofu.eic 0 o.o 1 90.0 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Physical Education 9 47. 2 1 1.35.0 0 o.o 10 16.1 
Physi cal Therapy 0 o.o 1 50.0 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Psychology 0 o.o 1 40.0 2 49.0 3 4.8 
Pre-Medical 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 125.0 1 1.6 
Zoology 0 o.o 1 200.0 0 o.o 1 1.6 
Totals 4l 8.43.6 11 63.7 7 (7.3 62 
a average number of hours taken by those graduates taking graduate credit 
co 
co 
Table 30. Classification of major and average amount of graduate credit taken by the male graduate ot 
1951, who held a secondary teaching cert.i!icate 
Teachers Former Teachers Non-teachers Graduate Major 
Graduate 
Major Average Average Average 
Number Hours Number Hours Number Hours Total Per Cent 
Agriculture 4 5o2 0 o.o 0 o.o 4 5.4 
Art 1 22.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Biology l 5.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Botany 1 27.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.4 
BuB1nes8 
Administration 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 15.0 1 1. 4 
Dentietry 0 (1.0 1 100.0 2 97.5 3 4.1 
Economics 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 45.0 1 1.4 
.Education 
Administration 18 32.7 3 25o6 4 79.7 25 33.8 
History 1 15.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Industrial Arts 10 20.6 2 u.o 0 o.o 12 16.2 
Mathematics 1 6.0 2 27.5 1 3.0 4 5.4 
Music 3 30.6 0 o.o 1 45.0 4 5.4 
Physical Education 7 30.3 1 50.0 0 o.o 8 10.8 
Political Science 2 30.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 2. 7 
Physical Therapy 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 92.5 2 2.7 
Sociology 0 o.o 1 3.0 0 o.o 1 1.4 
Speech 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 44.0 1 1.4 
Wildlife Management 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 50.0 1 1.4 
Zoology 0 o.o 1 36.0 0 o.o 1 1.4 
. 
Totals 49 845.8 ll 23 .3 14 33.6 74 
a average number of hours taken by those graduates taking graduate credit (X) 
\0 
Table 31. Cla.ssification of major and average amount of graduate credit taken by the male grad.uate of 
1954, who held a secondary teaching certificate 
Teachers Former Teachers Non-teachers Graduate Major 
Grsduate 
Major Average Average Average 
Number Hours Number Hours Number Hours Total Per Cent 
Agriculture 3 6.0 1 5.0 0 o.o 4 10.5 
Business 0 o.o 1 5.0 0 o.o 1 2.6 
Dentistry 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 50.0 1 2 . 6 
Education 
Administration 11 19.5 0 o.o 2 46.0 l3 34.2 
English 2 4.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 5.3 
Horticulture 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 55.0 1 2.6 
Industrial Arts 0 o.o 1 10.0 0 o.o 1 2.6 
Mathematics 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 1.4.0 1 2.6 
Music 2 9.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 5.3 
Physical Education 1 3.0 0 o.o 2 33.3 3 7.9 
Pflychology 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 18.0 1 2.6 
Physical Therapy 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 45.0 1 2.6 
Seminary 1 34.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 2.6 
Sociology 1 9.0 1 37.0 1 60.0 .3 7.9 
Speech 2 4.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 5.3 
Zoology 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 36.0 1 2.6 
Totals 23 ~7.2 4 14.2 11 32.5 38 
a average number of hours taken by those graduat~ taking graduate credit ~ 
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Table 32. wcation of those graduates from the Utah State Agricultural 
College for the years 1948, 1951, and 1954, who held Utah 
secondary teaching certifies. tes 
Former Non-
Location Toacbers Teachers Teachers Total Per Cent 
Arizona 1 2 1 4 1.0 
Cali.fornia l3 9 10 32 ?.S 
Colorado 1 2 2 5 1.2 
Florida 1 0 0 1 .2 
Idaho 34 17 4 55 lloO 
Illinois 0 1 3 4 1.0 
Indiana 1 1 0 2 .5 
Iowa 2 0 0 2 .5 
Kansas 0 0 1 1 .2 
Maryland 1 0 1 2 .5 
Massachusetts 0 0 1 1 .2 
Michigan 0 1 1 2 .5 
M.imlesota 1 0 1 2 .5 
Missouri 0 2 1 3 .7 
Montana 1 0 1 2 .5 
Nevada 7 2 3 12 2.9 
New Jersey 0 1 2 3 .? 
New Mexico 0 1 2 3 .? 
New York 2 1 3 6 1.5 
North Carolina 0 0 1 1 .2 
Ohio 0 0 1 1 .2 
Oregon 6 1 2 9 2.2 
Pennsylvania 0 1 0 1 .2 
So. Dakota 1 0 1 2 .5 
Texas 1 1 3 5 1o2 
Utah 117 · 48 43 200 50.6 
Virginia 0 1 0 1 .2 
Washington 2 7 a 17 4.1 
Wyoming 5 1 2 a 1.9 
Alaska 0 0 2 2 o5 
Austria 0 0 1 1 . 2 
Canada 1 0 2 3 .7 
Finland ' 0 0 1 1 .2 
Germany 0 1 3 4 1.0 
Japan ' . 0 0 1 1 . 2 
Korea ; , 0 0 1 1 . 2 
Puerto I 
Ubertro-or 0 1 0 1 .2 
Totals' 198 104 109 Ul 
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APPENDIX G 
Calculations for Fish~r ' s F 
------
Notation used: X1• teacher s 
X2•former teac~ ers 
x3 -noo-teachers 
Required data for ca1culaticr.s: 
-11•1. 8640253 
xl 2• S33 . 31987407 
X2•S8.0526 
N2•32 
I;•l . &l414.37 
x2 2.110 . 73408753 
13• 129. 6163 
N3• 69 
93 
i'j .. l . 878497 
x3
2
· 254.o114S1.35 
Analysis o! var i ance for &roup 
Source of DefTees of Sum of Mean 
Varia.tion Freed on Squares Square 
Total Sl.ll11 of 
squares 246 42 .0682243 
Between means 2 .092564 .046282 
Within groups 244 41 . 97S66o . 1720.3139 
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